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OFFICE OF THE SECRETAR4Y OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON,D.C. 20301

DEFES SCIENCE
BOARD z - JjrlJlar 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

SUBJECT: Report of Defense Science Board Task Force on Military
b Applications of New-Generation Computing Technologies

-ACTION MEMORANDUM

The attached final report was prepared by the Defense
Science Board Task Force on Military Applications of New-

* Generation Computing Technologies under the Chairmanship of
Dr. Joshua Lederberg. The Task Force was chartered to develop
"oa candidate list of high priority defense applications,
particularly artificial (also called machine) intelligence
applications," and to identify "the potential impact of future
supercomputer systems on military mission areas"

The Task Force found that the following military applications
of advanced computer and machine intelligence technologies offer
the highest military payoff:

1. Warfare Simulation,
2. Battle Assessment/Battle Management,
3. New-Generation Computers and Electronic Warfare
4. Autonomous Vehicles,
5. Ballistic Missile Defense,
6. Pilot's Associate, and
7. Logistics Management.

Recommendations are made by the Task Force to address these
and other critical areas. Each Service is exploring applications
of value to their mission. The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) has already taken action to include three recom-
mended applications in their Strategic Computing Program, and is

* actively considering the other applications as well.

The report identifies machine intelligence technologies
which are critical to the transitioning of this technology into
military operational use and which will, because of their tech-
n ical challenge and likely impact, stimulate the university and
industry communities to engage in militarily useful research.
of particular importance is the educational. benefit.
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One of the interesting and useful features of the report is
that it reflects a wide divergence of views on the likely rate
of progress in this field. These varied views are illustrated
in a series of appendices by the individual Task Force members
covering potential applications.

I recommend that you read Dr. Lederberg's Transmittal
Memorandum and Executive Summary, and at least several of the
appendices. I also recommend that you sign the attached
Implementing Memorandum and approve a wide distribution of this
unclassified report.

Charles A. Fowler
Chairman

Attachment:
As Stated

6 iv



-H[ UNDER SECRETARi OF DEFENSE

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Letter of Transmittal and EXECUTIVE SUMPARY:

Final Report of the Task Force on Military Applications

of New-Generation Computing Technologies

Enclosed is the Final Report of the Defense Science Board Task
Force on Military Applications of New-Generatlon Computing Technologies.
The Report responds to the terms of reference issued by Dr. DeLauer
in his letter of January 20, 1983, establishing the Task Force. As
you are aware, the full Defense Science Board was briefed on the study

S and was presented the Findings and Recommendations on May 23, 1984.

These new technologies embrace both hardware and software
developments. The hardware includes very large scale integration,
materials like gallium arsenide, and ingenious new architectures for

r computers, taking advantage of parallelism on an unprecedented scale.
4 It is widely recognized that existing machine structures are approaching

limits imposed by the laws of physics, and that the continued growth
of computing capability at ever lower cost will not be possible without
such innovations. We accept that perspective, but did not ourselves
undertake a review of the technology base, which did not lie within
our charter. We did focus on the software opportunities, mainly those

VYIlabelled under the heading of 'machine intelligence' and the military
applications these would enable.

The Services and DoD Agencies have some pioneering research in
these technologies. It is impressive in vision but limited in scope.
The Task Force hopes that this study may help give these programs the
stimulus and visibility needed to support that research and effect
its successful transition into operational testing, demonstration,
and use. The Task Force is also recommending some applications which
cut across all the Services and which are on a scale that no one Service
is likely to address.

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program
on 'Strategic Computing' is the principal vehicle for building the
groundwork of these applications. Our report discusses requirements
for relating that program to military requirements, so as to ensure
that the most prompt and efficient utilization of these technological
advances results from Defense research programs.

V



CLARIFICATIONS:

NEW-GENERATION COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES AND 'SUPERCOMPUTERS' DEFINED

We distinguish 'numerical supercomputers' from 'new-generation
computing technologies,' related to the objectives of the DARPA
$strategic computing' program. The former are equally indispensable
especially for the present decade. We have primarily attended to the
latter.

The continued growth of what is now conventional computing power,
at ever lower cost, will soon be constrained by the laws of physics.
We have looked primarily at the architecture and software opportunities
to evade conventional limits, for military applications.

The Japanese "Fifth Generation Computer" effort is closely related.
* We were, however, not charged to study the important issues raised

by that international competition.

We did consider:

o A list of candidate high priority defense applications;

0 The potential impact of future computer systems on military
mission areas and support activities;

o How best to introduce new computer technologies into military
operations and systems;

o A defense investment strategy for the applications and use
of new-generation computer systems; and,

o Any changes that may be appropriate within DoD, industry,
or the research and educational community to encourage defense

* applications of new-generation computers.

DIMENSIONS OF ADVANCES IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

During the 1980's we are seeing enhancement of breadth, power,
and accessibility of computers in many dimensions:

o Pov~erfu1, costly fragile mainframes for scientific, numerically
oriented computation (aerodynamics, weather, nuclear weapons
design). These are often called 'supercomputers.'

o 'Mini' s', 'micro's,' and personal computers, bringing computing
capability into the office, the home, and the field.

Vi



o F0,cbcddod co,,". ani po.:e c ther machi ne Iy.

Special purpose electronics aco%' sh ins these and othe,
tasks (signal processing) with urprecedented efficiency--now

economical to design and produce with computer-aided systems.

o Data communications linking the above, the integrating

time-sharing of large machines with distributed local

corn t i ng.

o Software systems enahling effective human interface with

tne above, and ircluding machine intelligence, allowing

interfaces witn human knowledge and requirements in terms

closer h. hum.- expLrler.cen

.Ne 1  mo nine, ar.it tejres , c r:t TO ennancing the
organization o elctronic devices for the above-stated

acpli-ations.

EXPERT SYSTEMS ARE AT THE CORE OF MILITARY APPLICATION(S

Expert systems are problem-solving computer programs that can

reach the level of performance of a human expert in some specific problem

domain. The expertise (rules and facts) of the human is separated

from the program logic and is put into a "knowledge base," analogous
to the "data base" of management information systems. These systems

are the principil vehicle for programming machine intelligence

applicationo toddY.

CANDIDATE MILITARY APPLICATIONS FOR MACHINE iNTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGIES

We have studied the following areas of military applicaticr .)f

machine intelligence technology and find them appropriate for fur r

critical consideration.

o A.,:onroruus Vehicles (Air, Land, and Undersea);

o Battle Assesment/Battle Managemen;

o P 1 ,7 <  Associate;

o nte],erit Aoa~t;',e [He.:trun~c W , c.',;

o Bc ,! tic Mi csie Defrnsr

0 W Trfar- S im.'at 'cr and,

0 L M trt ' r
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There remains subs tant4a i debate among the Task Force members
about the combat utili) ol autonomous vehicles in each regime. That
debate transcends the charge to the Task Force, and each type of vehicle
deserves its ow, comprehensiv, study.

DEFENSE INVESTMENT STP TEGY

The DARPA Strateqic CompA:t-nq plan is absolutely right in its
use of three quite sperific d-4ving problems--autonomous land vehicle,
pilot's associate, and sea-ai: tattle planning--as vehicles with which
to force, and against which to measure, the technological development.

TH; FULL. RANGE OF COMPITELR iECHNOL0G'ES IS NEEDED

Successful !ilitary applications will require both machine
lntelI ipnc : te'hnol o9 and rornp,;ter hardware development.

Ter foi cJng coritract epitos 'zes the gap between the laboratory
wr:- ard t -r rraI world ft r marn of these applications.

itemi, in No. of Operating Response Time
Databasc Rules Needed

Labt World

Demonstration 10,000 100 1 day

LUfe or Death 0,000,,00 10,000 1 second

The cost of o(.:"ir, g thes* 10,CO (or 100,000) rules by which
t,,e expert functions should n.ct ,e underestimated. It may well overpower

., other hardware and ote cocs combined. It involves nothing
mcre than a f, -1 re,, ' nal urderstarding of the human behavior whose
emLa tion is souqht.

.-*jiv for t ,r.';,., C,:,npit; rardware is not the unique pacing
re qt ' '" n1 I: !-i: cp~ icatios. In every case, the

'lt +L. UA Umoor4' .. ' ,4 r QA' Is t, - 31s need substantial

Tli ovtr- , , r0 v e, e', i, inherent in one of our
,, .( nd;dstr , cL',,i' mdrket forces and the government

-u(c urement systen ma.' te tb" ae m,. at, vehicle for its promotion.
n Lh , arp how,., bilt on fundamental work that

j.. dee n uJ tU- ': \ . -. '-, ,,, , its -n the past. In the
, p .c.nt - ' e ' C,,r .eting project is directed

t ,r'0r th, "0 , th ', t , n, q t proprietary industrial
* ~ ,;Grsovih; t V. . V j '-) S~. ,~~1! hpqh risk, and difficulty

of acr e,,ing v'r;,
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MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

ARCHITECTURES AND BENC;:-.ARKS

DARPA should not wait until the perfection of multiprocessors
to develop benchmarks using software such as scene analysis, speech
understanding, and natural language translation, which are currently
run on general purpose machines.

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Industry and the Service Laboratories should be encouragcd in
their current development of user-friendly generic or "data independent"
expert systems tools. Systems must be devised which read text and
understand it in order to dynamically create and/or revise knowledge
structures, without the constant presence of a human reader.

Candidate military applications are described in detail in the
Appendices. The Task Force recommends that DARPA develop as many
of these applications as have active user-service involvement, to
the extent of available funds and the review procedures outlined in
II .F.2.

"jLIlARY AWARFNESS, TRAINING, AND ACCEPTANCE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

To introduce machine intelligence capabilities into military
systems, it will be important to:

0 Engage the JCS and the Service Chiefs in the evolution of
pol ; to ensure exercise, training, and interoperability
of systems that will impact every level of command in the
conduct of warfare.

o Encourage efforts at tactical applications like those aboard
U.S.S. Carl Vinson and at 9th Infantry Division's High
Technology Test Bed.

o Reexamine how far the brevity of routine tours of service
may disrupt the continuity of efforts to emplace advanced
technologies in the field.

0 Continue to promote the use of microprocessors within military
commands, as many have done with admirable personal
initiative.

o Promote awareness of new-generation computer capabilities
in potential application areas, particularly those currently
being funded.

Ix
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o See .cch'ioig'c cemonstrations tnat"

(1) Complemert current and programmed military systems;

(2) Permit early introduction of new-generation computer
capabilities; and,

(3) Have high military visibility.

0 DARPA should use its unique position within DoD to show
near-tern applications of this technology. DARPA should
work closely with the Service Laboratories to speed technology
transfer.

o Facilitate the availability of generic or "data independent"
expert systems tools for a broad range of field-initiated
applications

UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT

The academic community should be encouraged to participate in
basic and applied research which is directly applicable to military
programs. To accomplish this. research projects must be given the
minimum classification level possible.

Since there are currently less than ten first rank university
programs in machire intelligence, the Department of Defense should
support more such prog-ams. Individual programs must be of sufficient
scope and intensit to cut new frontiers; there must be enough centers
to encompass training needs, and to ensure mutual exposure with other
disciplines which h3ve excellent representation on many other campuses.

The academic community is also the best and least expensive source
for training military personnel. Long term on-campus training for
DoD personnel and cortracts with individual faculty members for on-site
training are to bo encouraged.

APPLICATION EVALU71Oh' A;N N [ECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

We recommend procedures by which DARPA can institutionalize the
evaluation of proposed -i:itary applications for Strategic Computing
technology and to ensure that this is continuously transferred to
the Services.

This also enta !s the maintenance of a Strategic Computing data
base, to identify and coordinate the burgeoning range of applications.



CONTINUE' OVERSIGHT AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

Many of the academic and military centers commented that good
service had been done in joining critical academic with military
applications perspectives by the very process of review by the Task
Force. USDRE might consider the institutionalization of a gadfly
group like this one to continue that educational prccess.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Our Task Force is most grateful to the many people in the
Department, the Services, Industry, and Academia who extended themselvcs
in preparing many fascinating presentations and in bearing with our
numerous and uninhibited questions.

MANY ASPECTS OF STUDY ARE CONTROVERSIAL

This report is an effort to report fairly on a range of views,
some of which were not reconciled during the course of our study. The
dissensus had to do primarily with the time period during which the
applications envisaged could materialize, and the concern that
procurement decisions for the next decade might be improperly
influenced. We all agreed that the military is only beginning to
exploit the computer capabilities currently available from the
commercial sector--micros, personal computers, networks--and that
an orderly development would require timely attention to these
possibilities now. This was not our primary task, but might well
deserve an even more extensive study.

To bring the very useful range of perspectives to a useful
presentation, many of our best thoughts are embodied in the signed
appendices. We are unanimous that these are deserving of attention,
even if no one of us could agree with them all. The caution that
the appendices are not a formally approved consensus appears on each
one, and will be obvious since some of them express conflicting views.
Readers are urged to read the text with particular care, to avoid
being misled about the guidance intended from this group of experts
who sustained authentically diverse expectations about the pace of
success.

Joshua Lederberg

Chairman
Task Force on Military
Applications of New-Genpratior
Computing Technologies

Xi



IMP LEMENTATION PLAN

1. The reZimr:en'v tio1:s made in this report are of a general
and !orq-an*e nature. To initiate implementation, the
Under Secletary of Defense for Research and Engineering
should rec;w.est the Services and DARPA submit their
individu-il cetiiled implementation plans consistent with
the T)SB recommendations. An auditable overall plan can
then be prepared to monitor actions in response to this
report.

2. In preparhin the overall plan, the Services and DARPA
should ensure that the following more specific
recoyr endator.s outlined in the report are addressed:

o AtT9'T E T, . Large-scale multiprocessing is seen as
t i: c likely solution in the 1990 to the physical
sL< -s (., electronic device speed. DARPA should

de;v: op multi-processors programming languages.

S S:'.FrARE DEVELOPMENT. Develop expert systems that
wc :d assist in programming and the maintenance of
large computer programs.

o EXPERT SYSTEMS. Develop expert systems which read
text and understand it in order to create and/or
revise knowledge structures without a human reader.
The systems should also be capable of directly
inreracting with a human expert to capture expertise
without the intervention of a computer scientist.

o MILITARY AWARENESS AND TRAINING. The JCS and Services

should encourage hands on computer use and awareness

at all levels. This can be done through promoting the
use of off-the-shelf microprocessors,
inteircommunications among enterprising users, and
encoaraging personal initiatives (such as the USS CARL
VINSON).

o UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT. Encourage the academic
community to participate in basic and applied research
whict is directly applicable to military programs,
particularly in machine intelligence.

o APPLICATION EVALUATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER. DARPA
should develop procedures to evaluate proposed
applications for Strategic Computing technology and
ensure this information is continuously available to
the :,rv;ces: and, DARPA should be sensitive to
Ser~ic2 needs.

3. Distribute- 4his document widely as one of the fundamental
thrusti o§ this report is educational.

.......................................... .-................
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND

A. INTRODUCTION

The basic direction and guidance to the Task Force was contained in a
memorandum dated January 0.., 1983, from Dr. Richard D. DeLauer, Under
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. This memorandum is
included as Appendix A.

The Under Secretary called attention to the potential of machine
intelligence technology, as evidenced by advances in artificial intelli-
gence, computer architecture, and microelectronics.

The Under Secretary requested a candidate list of high priority
defense applications of this technology and an evaluation of the impact on
military missions. He also requested an evaluation of methods for intro-
ducing machine intelligence technology into the military.

B. CLARIFICATIONS: SUPERCOMPUTERS AND NEW GENERATION COMPUTING
TECHNOLOGIES DEFINED

At this stage of technological advancement, we have found that our
most valuable service is to help clarify what machine intelligence is and

4 can do, rather than make detailed operating recommendations for such an
important and long-term development.

During the period of our deliberations, and sometimes during them,
the semantics of "supercomputer" evolved in a somewhat confusing way, the
term being applied to many disparate advances. We have interpreted our
instructions to refer to "new generation computing technologies," related
to the objectives of the DARPA "strategic computing" program. We dis

* tinguish these from other important efforts like the "numerical super-
computers" of the CYBER-205 and Cray-i family, whose further development
and applications have been the subject of several other studies, for

* example the IEEE " Scientific Supercomputer Committee Report" (October 25,
1983) chaired by Dr. Sidney Fernbach. (Note also the hearings, "Super-
computers," for the Committee on Science and Technology, H.R., Nov. 15-
16, 1983.) For the most part, our report will not attempt to consider
these near-term evolutionary elaborations from the present state-of-the-
art, except to affirm that these are also an indispensable set of tools

* for the present decade.

It is widely agreed that the continued growth of computing power, at
ever lower cost, that we have exper~enced for over 30 years, with present

* architectural concepts will encounter fundamental limits by the end of the
decade. The DARPA program is directed at new materials (gallium arse-

* nide), fabrication and design methods (very large scale integration),



architectures (parallelism), and software methodologies (machine intelli-
gence) that may help extend or evade those limits. We have not critically
studied the hardware engineering base (materials and VLSI); we have looked
primarily at the architecture and software opportunities as they may
relate to military applications.

Many of these challenges are also embodied in the programs sponsored
and announced by the Japanese government in support of their national
effort in Supercomputers, and in "Fifth Generation Computers." Together
with their performance in LSI memory chips, and their potential for
repeating with personal computers what they have achieved with television
and video-recorders, these developments may be of great importance in
international economic competition. They may also have national security
implications through reducing the U.S. superiority in advanced technology
for military applications. These vital issues deserve further attention
at a national level. They were not, however, part of our charge.

At the classification level of the main report, we cannot address
many important computer applications for national intelligence. We do
take note of impressive technology and effective interagency coordination

* in that area.

Specifically, with special reference to machine intelligence, the
Task Force was asked to consider:

(1) A list of candidate high priority defense applications;

(2) The potential impact Of future computer systems on militaryK mission areas and support activities;
(3) How best to introduce future computer systems into military

4 operations and systems;

(4) A defense investment strategy for the applications and use of
machine intelligence technologies; and,

(5) Any changes that may be appropriate within DOD, industry, or the
* research and educational community to encourage defense applica-

tions of mew-generatior computers.

Several military-sponsored studies pertaining to our mission were of
the greatest importance to our study, and should be consulted by anyone
needing a critical perspective on the present state of the field. First,

* the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has published a program plan
for developing machine intelligence technology, "Strategic Computing."
(Most of the applications are in tactical warfare, as may niot be evident
from this title.)

2



Second, the Army has selected eight candidate robotics/machine intel-
ligence activities in "Applications of Robotics and Artificial Intelli-
gence to Reduce Risk and improve Effectiveness: A Study for the US Army,"

* National Academy of Sciences, 1983.

Third, Dr. Jude Franklin, at the NRL. Center for Applied Research in
Artificial Intelligence, on. behalf of the Joint Directors of Laboratories,
has compiled a multi-service summary listing of military research and
applications projects in machine intelligence.

C. DIMENSIONS OF ADVANCES IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

During the 1980's we are seeing enhancement of breadth, power and
accessibility of computers in many dimensions.

(1) Powerful, costly, fragile mainframes for scientific, numerically
oriented computation (aerodynamics, weather, nuclear weapons
design ... ) These are often called "supercomputers."

* (2) "Midi"M computers for a host of management information applica-
tions associated vith large memory access, and with software
systems for data base management (airline reservations, air
traffic control, bibliographic retrieval).

(3) "Mini's,* "micro's," and personal computers, bringing computing
c~apability into the office, the home, and the field.

(4) Embedded computers and processors, driving other equipment.

(5) Special purpose electronics accomplishing embedded computer
applications and other tasks (signal processing) with unprece-
dented efficiency--now economical to design and produce with
computer-aided systems.

(6) Data communications linking the above; and integrating time-
sharing of large machines with distributed local computing.

(7) Software systems enabling effective human interface with the
above, and including machine intelligence, allowing interfaces
with human knowledge and requirements in terms closer to human
experience; and

(8) Novel machine architectures, directed to enhancing the organiza-
tion of electronic devices for the above-stated applications.

The overall impetus of most of these advances is inherent in the com-
puter industry, a major element of our national economy. Customary market
forces and the government procurement system may be the appropriate

S vehicle for continued progress. Many of these advances are, however,

3



built on fundamental work thdt r'a been nurtured by DARPA and other
agencies in the past. In the same spirit, the present DARPA "Strategic
Computing" project is directed toward the lines of work that would not get
proprietary industridl sponsorship, owing to long time horizons, high 0
risk, and difficulty Of achieving proprietary return. That effort pro-
vides an indispensable complement to the evolutionary technology emerging
under industridl sponsorship.

Our own study has focused mainly on the last two entries, machine
intelligence and machine architectures to enable it, these being the areas
where military applications cannot be expected to emerge promptly from the
unguided marketplace.

Machine intelligence was defined above as a software technology
oriented to interfacing with human knowledge and experience. At one time,
research in this fie1'A was dominated by the aspiration to mimic human
intelligence in its manifold subtlety. With more modest goals under this
definition, there has been substantial progress, but many people are still
subjected to unnecessary mystification. In fact, there has been an evolu-
tionary development of machine intelligence since the invention of com-
puters, namely in computer languages of higher and higher levels of
abstraction. The hardware, as with all computers, operates on information
structures comprised of discrete bits (binary units), yes/no or +/-,
represented in electronic states at localized positions of the device.
For numerical computing, the bits are grouped into numbers, subjected to
iterated arithmetic transformations under the control of the program,
which is itself an ensemble of bits. Alphabetic characters and strings of 0
characters, or words, can also be represented as bit sequences.

The earliest computers were programmed in numbers that embodied the
required sequence of instructions; the development of these programs to
reliably transmit the intentions of the humir programmer was soon recog-
nized as an arduous obstacle to the exploitation of computers: the soft-
ware bottleneck.

Computer languages were then invented, like FORTRAN, later JOVIAL and
ADA, to humanize that interface, giving the computer some (rigidly con-
strained) ability to "understand" the programmer's intentions. Words used
in the program like "INTEGER,' "UNTIL." and "SUBROUIJTNE" are matched
against the repertoire of symbols in the compiler (the language-inter-
preting software) and then interpreted to reset the state of the machine.
Compilers can be thought of as the first major example of machine intelli-
gence. (They are not ordinarily classified as such, the expression
"machine intelligence" generally being reserved for that which remains to
be demonstrated.) "Optimizing compilers," which contain a bag of tricks
to generate the most efficient machine code are not far from other "expert
systems". In fact, software development remains one of the most cogent
challenges to machine intelligence.
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r , . sp4rit, machi re irite'igerce ttenclo0-y em.2ates other per-
ceptual a,,o intelIicert. behaqicr suc. is seen-, hcaring, and reasoning in
c con,.t,,irg ir.a3 ine. A,;orithms are devele7 _ t^1 convert light and sound
waves intc symbc,'ic and semantic irformatior which must be interpreted the S
way a human would perceive this sensory data. Geometric shapes must be
extracted from images and the obectc they represent recognized.
r'.one:ies, words and sentences must be extractedI from sounds and the infor-
(IIdtiofn content understood. The knowledge so derise is represented in
software formatS such as "'semantic netwrK.," "frames," and "scripts," so
Ohat furtner reasoning from the information can be performed by "expert
s ystem. " These are compute," programs carefully engineered to ease the
represe tation of human expertise in a variety of fields, so that this can
be stored, updated, and tirelessly applied for problem-solving, surveil-
lance, maintenance, medical diagnosis, targeting, ... wherever informed
i.,man judgment car, be observed, criticized, and recorded.

). EPERT S $iEMS ARE AT ThE CORE OF MILITARY APPLICATIONS

LxuerL sy',tems are problem-solving computer programs that can reach
.,qel cf Performance of a human expert in some speCific problem

dcumr:'-. The ecxertise (rules and facts) )f the human is separated from
the p,'oqra i ic ,nL Is put into a "kncwledge base," analogous to the
0"cata ." ci inage,'ent information systems.

;.,-n-entiUndi software uses inflexible logic and may crank through
ir're' .ant infcr-,ation before yielding its output. An expert system is
desiaoi,.u cc be tiExible jrd use "rules of thumb' to guide the search
:,rougn the know!eage bast. Thi domains of application are quite narrow
tudjv, but wlih,,n these domains expert systems already efficiently comple-
,rt .,,aar expertise of a high order.

'C pert sy-tems can change the performance of military missions in
iunda,,.cntal ways. !-hey can free the human from monitoring sensory infor- S
r ' ' t. detect anomalies. They can assist with interpretation of data

S d4nos.., oF faulty occurrerces. They can predict the most likely
n , co;Tet from i mode" of the past and present.

J,, ef n ar, J eve,, the design of objects meeting par-
., ,-r . ' .n nl t , al.;io ob eachieved utomatically.

, , r ,. . cc u A t~ t g t.ing vt hicles are the simplest
' i.r dl );c d 1 ol ixpert systems. The use of expert

. e',,s ,,t lofn , particjlarly of command and
, ' ', , wi s.'. i .::tl rt; :s a:) the technology matures.

J/ , WfLb, ., e stayes of the technoloyy, care must be
e * g ' h' e 71 ,2'4W n Se ways.

: ...... -. .. ........ .. . . ' ,, - .. . •. . .. . . .( ._ . , .. -.. . .._ . 1 ,, ,. , ,. . . .. . . . ..



E. CANDIDATE MILITARY APPLICATIONS FOR MACHINE INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGIES

The Task Force studied a number of military applications of machine
intelligence technology which are appropriate for further critical con-
sideration. They were chosen after the panel reviewed the state-of-the-
art in Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Based Systems, and Parallel and
Multiprocessing Computer Architectures.

(1) Autonomous Vehicles (Air, Land, and Undersea);

(2) Battle Assessment/Battle Management;

(3) Pilot's Associate;

(4) New-Generation Computers and Electronic Warfare;

(5) Ballistic Missile Defense;

(6) Warfare Simulation; and

(7) Logistics Management.

Within each area some more specific applications were identified
which have high payoffs for the military and which are conducive to early
or incremental introduction into the military. More detailed accounts of
these areas can be found in the Appendices C through I.

F. DEFENSE INVESTMENT STRATEGY FOR NEW-GENERATION COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES

Under Secretary DeLauer's charge asked our task force to address a
defense investment strategy for the application of future machine intelli-
gence technology, including machines. Meanwhile, DARPA produced its Stra-
tegic Computing plan document for developing this technology.

That plan is absolutely right in its use of three quite specific
driving problems--autonomous land vehicle, pilot's assistant, and sea-air
battle planning--as the vehicles with which to force, and against which to
measure, the technological development.

As DSB members study that plan, our task force would advise them to
be on guard against several possible misconceptions:

(1) That the plan will produce "smart weapons." It is a technology
development plan, not a weapon plan.

(2) That the plan will produce working prototypes of militarily
usable systems. It projects to produce technology demonstration
prototypes, not suitable system prototypes. Active service
involvement will be needed for the operational systems.

7



(3) That anyone knows exactly how to do:

(a) Vision as required for an autonomous land vehicle; 0

(b) Speech understanding as required for free, unsegmented can-
versation between a pilot and a computer assistant; and

(c) Situation understanding (fusion) as required fcr bat*tle
planning in a dynamically changing situation.

Computer scientists know how to do primitive toy problems in
those areas and plan to develop these techniques to apply themr
to interesting real problems. However, the transition from
demonstrations to interesting real problems is more difficult
thar. the transition from hardware designs to full scale engi-
neering models, which are still short of being field-deployable
production models.

(4) That hardware speed is the pacing problem. Hardware speed is
important, and the hardware technologies must be supported. 0
Development of machine intelligence techniques is, however, the
slowest and most problematical part of the task. Even if the
hardware and intelligence algorithms were in place, a second
pacing task would be the building and debugging of the massive
software systems involved.

Nevertheless, the opportunities are also immense, and warrant the large
effort required to realize them.

G. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The Task Force observed that the rapid advances in machine intelli-
gence technologies are just reaching practical acceptance in a few
industries, but are proliferating rapidly in the civil sector (see
Appendix M). Their military applications are just now beginning to be
studied. "Technology push" is sometimes derided in favor of "requirements
pull"; but that is to overlook the military revolutions incited by air-
power, wireless communications, radar, nuclear weapons and missiles within
this century. However, computers are decision-aids, not weapons, and
their effective utilization must be developed in concert with the judgment
and experience of those responsible for military operations, namely, those
in the actual using commands. We are experiencing today the impact of
computers/communications in banking: the first applications were merely to
substitute machines for the computational work of clerks. Twenty years
ago, some could have foreseen, but no one could have specified, the legal
and organizational transformations that derived from those technologies;
these go far beyond the electronic transfer of funds, having enabled a
revolution in the corporate structures that manage money and credit.
These transfomations began with the exercise of machine capabilities in a
cost-effective way in the conduct of the routine business of banking.
Specific recommendations are given in Chapter 111.



CHAPIER I!
APPROACH TO DEVELOPING MILITARY APPLICATION SCENASAO'

Task Force members were cdrefully sele.ted to provide a wide range of
impartial views on military applications and the probabilities these
applications have for success within the Strategic Computing Program.
They come from Defense, industry, .nd the research and development (R&D)
community (universities and other not-for-profit organizations). Many of
the members have had previous experience in more than one of these areas.
Having been selected for diversity of perspectives, the Task Force did not
disappoint expectations of substantial controversy. Mich of this proved
to center on confusion arising from the uninhibited promises that had been
part of the history of *artificial intelligence" research, and on the
possibility that unrealistic expectations might be generated, especially
as regards the time scale of major applications. There was remarkab'y
little controversy on the overall importance of the effort, and on the
desirability of incremental introductions of the whole range of new com-
puter capabilities into operational military use.

Dr. Robert S. Cooper, Director, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, was the Task Force Sponsor. Dr. Joshua Lederberg, President of
Rockefeller University, served as Chairman. The membership of the Task
Force is given in Appendix B.

The Task Force met at DARPA Headquarters on May 3, June 20, July 13-
14, 1983, and February 13-14, 1984; at Stanford University on May 13, and
August 16-17, 1983; Carnegie Mellon University. September 22-23, 1983; the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the MITRE Corporation on
October 28, 1983; and at Rockefeller University on December 21-22, 1983
and March 30, 1984. Communication between meetings and site visits was
maintained through INTERNET, the successor to ARPANET.

The Task Force was briefed extensively by experts in the areas of
expert systems, knowledge representation, machine vision, speech under-
standing, advanced computer architectures, and robotics. The list of
speakers and their topics is given in the Acknowledgements. Briefing
charts from all the visits are part of the archive record maintained by
the Executive Secretary, Cdr. Ronald B. Ohlander, Ph. D., of DARPA.

The Task Force sought to discover the critical military questions to
which machine intelligence technology is the potential answer. This was
done with the recognition that:

(1) Machine intelligence capabilities are not widely understood.

(2) Few needs have been established in developmental areas acces-
sible to an unclassified inquiry.

9
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(3) Technologists are currently walking the difficult line between
being banal and fantastical.

(4) Universities have an existing Mmnentum which is different from
the applications orientation needed for military demonstrations.

(5) The military programs are not knee-jerk responses to Japanese
programs in Fifth Generation Computing. They are serious tech-

rL nological R&D activities.

Thccessful military applications will require both machine intelli-
gence technology and computer hardware development. All military applica-
tions considered by the Task Force are currently limited by either or
both. Current algorithms to perform the sophisticdted reasoning and
correct interpretation of vision, speech, and natural language are still
fairly primitive. Even with foreseeable improvements, today'ms machine
speeds will be too slow for many important real-time applications: for
example visual scene analysis for an autonomous weapons platform or other
vehicle. Parallel multiprocessing and speed increases of at least four
orders of magnitude (i.e., ten thousand times faster) can be envisaged,

* and these can be expected to open up many military applications which must
be achieved in seconds, not days, to be of practical consequence.

The following contrast epitomizes the gap between the laboratory
* world and the real world for many of these applications.

Items in No. of Operating Response Time
Database Rules Needed

LAB World
Demonstration 10,000 100 1 day

Real World
Life or Death 10,000,000 10,000 1 second

The cost of acquiring those 10,000 (or 100,000) rules by which the
expert functions should not be underestimated. It may well overpower the
other hardware and software costs combined. It involves nothing more than
a full rational understanding of the human behavior whose emulation is
sought. The building of expert systems for complex problems may not
become cost effective until we learn better how to automate (1) the acqui-
sition of knowledge from printed media of human discourse, i.e., books and

* journals, and (2) the interface with the human experts. Rule-based
systems are already an important advance, allowing the expertise to be
tabulated in human-readable form, separate from the arcane programming
instructions. Nevertheless, until recently, expert systems have cost some
$1000 per rule to build!

10



Largely for this reason, computer hardware is not the unique pacing
element for machine intelligence applications. In every case, the

II algorithms and machine intelligence techniques also need substantial
* development. They are barely adequate today to solve the most simply

structured military problems. On the other hand, a 1000 to 10,000-fold
* increase in hardware speed would offer the incentive of feasibility in

motivating the effort needed to improve the techniques and organize the
expert knowledge. (Even this enhancement still leaves the human brain at
a large advantage in total numbers and organization of computing neurones,
but perhapz, not in the unit speed, reliability, predictability and inde-
fatigability of the machine, qualities most rigorously needed for some
military functions.)

r. In considering candidate military applications of machine intelli-
gence technology, the Task Force reviewed related Department of Defense
research already in progress or completed. The program summaries listed
in Appendix C were approved by Dr. Bernard Kulp (Air Force), Dr. Lucy
Hagan (Army), Dr. John Davis (Navy), and Dr. Mark Macamber (DMA).
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B. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

1. Discussion

The cost problems of producing and maintaining critical software
are well known. Less widely appreciated is the difficulty of assuring the
authenticity of that software, debugging it at every level of the system,
and maintaining its reliability against the hazards of oversight and of
malicious subversion.

The available answers to thsu hallenges are (1) discipline in
documentation and (2) the use of production and debugging teams. The
ever-increasing complexity of systems, and the critical tasks these
address, are evoking well-founded anxiety over our ability to manage such
complexity. Many programs now exist which are too complex for any single
person to understand, and whose documentation is lodged in too large
measure in the creator's mind. Such situations may emerge out of conscious
or unconscious incentives for programmers to become or remain
indispensable, and lead to many stresses.

These problems have been partially mitigated by those
unchristened expert systems called higher level, or specification,
languages. The burden of authenticity is then concentrated on the
language and its implementation. Many important advances have also been
made in debugging systems.

There remains the fact that object code may be accessed by many
#& ple und; uncertain managerial control; and once that is updated or
altered, it is very difficult for a system supervisor to detect
discrepancies.

2. Recommendations

In principle, expert systems can be devised, and some are being
developed, that (1) would further simplify the initial programming and
debugging task (automatic programming systems), and (2) could reverse the
compilation of object code; that is, backtranslate that code into a
specification language level far more amenable to audit. That procedure
would be facilitated by automatically generated documentation of the object
code, including passthrough of the top level documentation.

If the object code is hand-revised, it should be accompanied by
similar documentation. If that is not comprehended by the decompiler, the

4 block would be flagged for critical audit. Many critical components of
such a system have been produced; many ad hoc: deassemblers, decompilers
- enough to indicate the feasibility of this c-proach.

Attention to such systems would enhance the security of our
critical computer programs against malicious attack, and could help answer
those critics who argue that unmanageable, complex systems should not be

14
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Sinrc eve!y other app!ication of cooputers depends on the
integrity of scftoare, the use of expert systems in software generatior,
a w w:in, tn2ne e may be their most import ant utility.

C. [lPFRT SYSTEMS

f. isc ss~on

Cur, ently, development of expert systems is highly labor inter-
sive, , costs run into millions of dollars. (See Figure 1ll-i for typi-
A ex .Tmp~e' T!,e problem is that the process of gathering knowledge

from a do a'' expert ano representing it in the expert system is not aut'-
mated. The knowiecge cannot te easily incorporated into an intelligent
mach.iie such dS by automated reading of text; the information must be
obtained from a human expert by a knowledge engineer who can then struc-
ture the krowledge in a format which an "expert" software system can use.

in addition, because there is little military awareness of the
capabilities of intelligent machine capabilities (more on this later),
there is no long queue of requirements for expert systems which could sig-
nificantly impact military operations.

The expert system community is not building theory and practice
aruind multiprocessors, because multiprocessors exist only as prototypes
and are not available for widespread use.

2. Recommendations

Industry and the Service Laboratories should be encourage' in

their current development of user-friendly generic or "data indepeni-nt"
expert systems tools. These will have the same benefit to military appli-
cations as electronic spreadsheets or data base management systems do in
financial and commercial ones. Such generic tools will allow entry into
mechanized expert systems of a wide range of "expertise; even simple
applications can be very valuable, both for their own sake and to develop
experience for more sophisticated uses. A few commercial contractors
could provide consulting support for a wide array of field-initiated
applications using such generic systems, and their availability should be
widely knowr.

SytLtms oust be devised which read text and understand it, ",
order to dynamically create and/or revise knowledge structures, without
the constent presence of a human reader. The systems should also be
*apable of drectliy interactingj with a hufndn expert to tapture his/her
e xprt1t 2o t' e .yet, of tuine2 inte'venti)n of a computer
scientist.
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Candidate military applications are described in detail ir
Appendices C through I. The Task Force recommends that DARPA develop as
many of these applications as have active user-service involvement, tc Lne
eytent of available funds and the review procedures outlined in !TI.F.2.

These applications will "pull" the microelectronic, architec-
ture, and Al technologies and at the same time develop systFrw of p-ac-
tical, military use. Further, modules frum these systems, such as the
vision, speech understanding, and natural language under:sandinj modules,
houlid be designed to be transportable to other military applications.

D. MILITARY AWARENESS AND TRAINING

1. Discussion

Outside of a few research centers, machine intelliaence capaLil-
ities are not well understood, and this applies no less to the military.
The technology is new, and no systems are really available for "hands cn"
training of naive users. But the long lead time to implement innovative
technology should be used to train military personnel so that they il1 be
ready to utilize intelligent systems which become available and more
importantly, to understand their limitations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
and Service Chiefs should be engaged in the evolution of policy to ensure
exercise, training and interoperability of systems that will impact every
level of command in the conduct of warfare.

2. Recommendations

A simple first step is to encourage the widespread use of off-
the-shelf microprocessors within military commands, even at the price of
some non-standard software until user-based standards evolve.* Integra-
tion of new, more intelligent systems would be the natural continuation.

To achieve these ends, intercommunication among enterprising
users should be encouraged with the establishment of newsletters and
MILNET bulletin boards. That experience will be invaluable in reducing
avoidable redundancy of effort, and assist in the evolution of standards
for interoperability.

Activities such as on U.S.S. Carl Vinson and at military service
laboratories should be continued and extended as new microelectronics,
architectures, and Al technology are developed. These are needed to
effect the transition from the use of microprocessors today to more intel-
ligent systems.

* One member specifically dissented from the laissez-fair l abjut -t-I.t drds

expressed here.
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Short military tours will impact the continuity of operations at
a given site, and the benefit of training given to re-assigned personnel
will be lost. However, the individuals will carry over general principles 0
and apply them in new problem domains. As users of diverse machines, they
may, through cross-fertilization, help state requirements for future, more
intelligent systems having a greater number of characteristics in common.

E. UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT

1. Discussion

Barriers to the incorporation of machine intelligence into mili-
tary systems also exist externally to Defense. The universities are not
naturally inclined to develop prototypes which solve military problems, so
tetransfer of new technology to Defense takes longer. Classified work
ithe university environment is limited by the fact that many faculty and

students are foreign nationals who cannot be given access. And since
classified research cannot be published, students cannot use it for grad-
uate degree requirements; faculty who cannot publish, perish.

4 The general academic strictures are further tightened by the
small number of first rank university programs in machine intelligence.
MIT, Stanford, and Carnegie Mellon set the standard for the other half-
dozen or so other, smaller programs.

42. Recommendations

The academic community should be encouraged to participate in
basic and applied research which is directly applicable to military pro-
grams. To accomplish this, research projects must be given the minimum
classification level possible. Unclassified programs are the preferred

4 vehicles for linking with academia.

Since there are currently less than ten first rank university
programs in machine intelligence, the Department of Defense should support
more such programs. Individual programs must be of sufficient scope and
intensity to cut new frontiers; there must be enough centers to encompass

4 training needs, and to ensure mutual exposure with other disciplines which
have excellent representation on many other campuses.

The academic community is also the best and least expensive
source for training in the fundamentals of computer science and tech-
nology. Long-term on-campus training for military personnel and contracts
with individual faculty members for on-site training, are to be
encouraged. In addition, the Service schools need to enhance their
emphasis in these fields, where they refer to specific military applica-
tions.
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.T £.ALU AN! TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

, olegies,. will be continuously emerging during the ten-
y'r 11' , cSratogic Computing program. As these new technologies

.Il . r be abe to apply them to a wide spectrum of mili-
taj o,;-,,- s. a nuiber of which can already be anticipated. Some of
tres. a ',,ns may be appropriate candidates for inclusion into the
SLr,te? C ,nputr, program itself. DARPA has already received proposals
for s .ch , which vary in their dependence on Strategic Computing
t e~ih~no~:3 s, SC.,d *ARPA should anticipate receiving more proposals in the

K. R : j. :.**enJa tKi o,

kt ceonnrena that DARPA develop procedures to evaluate proposed
~i~tar , aJyli: it'ons for Strategic Computing technology and to initiate a

meor~neanm to em;ure that specifications, plans, and schedules for emerging
5trate c',t.i n, technol gy is continuously available to the Services.
We ter rco.nmend tikat the evaluation process be sensitive to Service
rr _:qL' -tlS and contar. the following elements.

, %t,.,dHrd review process could be used to evaluate new propo-
,ato. tK, t n Application Review Panel could determine whether the
propos.. a~li..,,thA recuires Strategic Computing technology to be viable.
If so, the se:.o)nd determination could be whether the proposed application
is , , the planned Strategic Computing technology base. This may
reqcire i pplIcation study effort to further define a proposal. This

y probably should be jointly funded by DARPA and the proposer, with
ded'catcJ oersonnel and possibly a test bed provided by the proposer.
Finally, if the proposed application requires technology development well
beyond tne scope of the existing program, a determination could be
either to expand Strategic Computing or to place the proposal in a qu_ e
for sepirate action. However, all costs of developing operational systems
sh , d b h~~, r-,.c -y tne user Service.

im qlicit in the evaluation process is the establishment and
m~ireran ce of d Strategic Computing data base. It could contain a list

r. ', acepted military applications; names and addresses of
.,,,is, cc: nie';, universities or other organizations

r " trd egi Computing applications; and a similar list of
t,, :.rc' iq 'Strategic Computing technology. The data base would

.... ' . , , tio , source so that capabilities developed within
Th r..... . r program are widely disseminated and can be easiiy

, , t s.-e planning. NPL has taken initial steps in this
Sr,: c:,L \ ...eres are not yet in place for the updating and dis-

. ,.t on. The Peftnst Technical Information Center
... .. .tmerit' Nitondl Technical information
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Service (NTIS) provide comprehensive inventory capability for some frac-
tion of the technology. Nevertheless, specialized information resources
are indispensible for providing timely access to work which is highly dis-
tributed in a rapidly moving field.

G. CONTINUED OVERSIGHT AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

Finally, many of the academic and military centers commented that
good service had been done in joining critical academic with military
applications perspectives by the very process of review by the Task Force.
We have barely scratched the surface of prospective applications and tech-
nologies. The USDRE might consider the institutionalization of a gadfly
group like this one to continue that educational process. It should not
be confused with the peer review that DARPA might invoke for funding
decisions, an operating responsibility that cuts across the very open
dialogue we enjoyed in our discussions with the various labs and stations.
If it reported to USDRE directly, or through the DSB, that would entail
sufficient status to ensure proper access. We do not lightly suggest the
proliferation of review groups, but not many areas are in the state of
ferment to match computer applications, and share the dispersion of active
nodes among industry, the military, and academia.
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' EMORANDlUM FOR THE t-RAIRMAN, DEFENSE<. ' '...'""

S!B.FECT: Defense Science Board T is F-

Supercomputei Applicai io,

Yoi are requested to organize a Defense e,,

Mu itarv Supercomputer AppIi cations t.-,
non t effectively on very high perf.iaiic , c ,J I,

fr-m Defense research programs by i". s :

ipplIcations with respect to both t l sl n I
r-quir-ments. The effort should f . ' . .

quantitative improvement in military s , , .
create entirely new military capabilitie Lase. cn s uper, ompvitl t, i h-l e
task force should take into account the needs and rqulrement. of the
military services to assimilate supeTc0:7'puier cyc -.- :,-,- -- 1 . : 1 :.
operations and to use them effectively. You should start irm !h premise
that compact supercomputer systems with powerful symbnlic and n-mericai
capabilities will be available by the 199(''s and determine wi. l.p, t such
systems can have on national security. It is not necess-irv t ht the p,-el
explore technological options for developi ng supercompiter u-churlog.

Many of todays microcomputers offer greater .o.nputer p,wer than the ar ge
commercial mainframe machines of a-4ecade c. Planneil Defense research

programs as well as commercial computer R'D are expected tc assure the
continuance of this trend for at least another decade. Supercomputers with
many orders of magnitude improvement in performance cost rat,,.o slsould then

be available. This improvement may cone ab it by te:hno )c,!ca5  alvances in
areas such as computer science, microelectronT,-s and ;ystems t, produce
vastly more powerful machines at todays nominal cost--, r t ce about
by drastically reducing costs, packaging and rower r,1q r. ,, ,odvs
most powerful machines or by a combination of these 1-pr, ,,em:s. Th
highest performa.,,t- machines can bc expect, nI hln - 1 : 1
selected ground based environments where- s nd , - ,r :n ,,.
available; strategic and ta'-ical svstems i- the i v , :!r.. rc
rely on powerful but scaled down versions. nt tc se : .. " •

size and power constraints.

Supercomputer systems may offer an ideal wc '-. . - *.; -,

against the growing strength and cn irnin, m i I.:. - ,
adversaries. It is therefore I nc reas ig , x ,c:- , - .ink,, c.. .

to use such systems to greatPst advantage P ' . ......
develop a defense investment stratvey r a h,-

• . -' . - -,-- - - - - - - -



The scope of the effort should include, but need not be limited to:

1. Developing a candidate list of high priority defense applications,
particularly artificial intelligence applications, which will be
enabled by future generation supercomputer systems and relating
these applications to supercomputer system performance
requirements.

2. Identifying the potential impact of future supercomputer systems on
military mission areas and support activities including those
identified in item number 1 above.

3. Determining how best to introduce supercomputer systems Into
military operations and systems taking into account problems
associated with military system acquisition, training, operations
and maintenance.

4. Determining a defense investment strategy for the application and
use of future supercomputer systems.

5. Identifying any changes which may be appropriate within the Defense
Department, industry or the research and educational community to
encourage the effective application of supercomputer systems within
Defense.

An interim report on study progress should be provided by 15 June 1983.
The specific findings and recommendations should be provided in a final
report by 15 October 1983. This task force will be sponsored by the
Director, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Dr. Robert S. Cooper.
Professor Joshua Lederberg has agreed to serve as chairman of the task
force and Commander Ronald B. Ohlander, program manager DARPA/IPTO will be
the Executive Secretary. Lt. Commander Ralph Chatham, USN will be the
Defense Science Board point of contact on the task force. It is not
anticipated that your inquiry will need to go into any "particular matters"
within the meaning of Section 208 of title 18, U.S. Code.
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WARFARE IM LAKI(IM

LT. GEN. JOHN H. CUSH .A;,, USA (f

A. INTRODUCTION

The relative skill of the oppci-erils . u o tt r,, P i'l .

factor in the outcomes of battles and war.

Consider an air/land, or ai r/l nd/.ea f-,g cji fur.e f ,r r
or three hundreds of thousands of mc; anrd their f r< r tKn U.
weaponry, their ships and aircraft, and thir L; isti.

How well this force performs ir wor, ': i K ,w r .,., , r!

it is to war's deterrence, is a com ,-t t f 1 1 1 ! tL .,
crew competences throughout tkhe forLe, I '," rt_ ,  ,( J !
the force's distributed lower level oormori - r, an ' , *fs a, i r,: '

(3) the performance of that two or three p e t of the '- w r P - ,
its essential webs of operational cc2raod ar crtrJ - - , r , I'.- .. rn,

mid-level commanders (say down to brigdde, UIlbci tar, t h, W1n levtl
and their staffs. These latter are the people who "corvnd dr,J control
the force in war.

The opportunity for people at all these levels to develo)p, in oLce-
4 time, air/land (and air/land/sea) battle skills -- that is, to i,iastefr the

conduct of warfare through its realistic practice -- can te significantly
improved through realistic simulations of the infinite detail of war which
can be made possible by new-generation computing technoloqies.

B. SIMULATING THE EXPERIENCE OF WAP

"Simulation" has a variety of meaning-,. But he-re we are t:al n
about simulation oC a particular kind -- rot the simnljto'. of wa-fare a,
in an analytical model, but the siMnulation, for its pdi ," , of the
experience of warfare.

The idea of a "computer simulation" is almi.st .d ' ,
In the 1950s "wargamers" began to devel p i ,, of tji, t f,
together with the basic equations formulated in thc early, L,
Frederick Lanchester, to "model the phenomena nf w:rf. '..
unattended computer models s :-!ltp war-, T.-.rd r

as weapons design, weapons mix, force cufn;-, iK , ,r. . .r
logistics consumption factors.



There is no doubt that the more powerful and less costly computers of
the future will extend the power and detail of such simulation of the
phenomenon of warfare. This application of the computer needs little
encouragement. It will come naturally.

This Task Force, however, addresses a different application of the
next generation of computing technologies. This is toward achieving a new
order of performance in simulating, in the most authentic and realistic
way possible without actually fighting, the experience of warfare. We can
think of such simulations as providing (an eventually linked matrix of)
experience at essentially three levels of activity:

(I1) The i ndi vi dual /crew l evel (e. g. , a tank or ai rcraf t crew).
(2) The unit, or tactical, level (e.g., a brigade commander

and his staff).
(3) The war-fighting system, or operational , level (e.g. , corps

air/land operations).

C. STATE- OF- THE- ART

Some simulations already exist at each of these levels. Today, for
example, in command-center-like spaces at the Naval War College one can
observe the distributed commanders and operations/intelligence staffs of
a carrier battle group, using communications which closely resemble those
they would use in war, engaging in highly realistic "operations at sea."
The enemy, the air/land/sea environment, the realistic presentations to
participants of the situation, and the authentic outcomes of actions are
all represented by a third generation computer system and by controllers
using that system. (This might be the middle, or tactical , level of the
three levels cited above.)

At units and installations of all the Services today one can find
"flight simulators' which give individuals and crews remarkably lifelike
representations of the conditions of take-off, en route operations, and
landing, to include the airfield environment, the feel of the cockpit, air
turbulence, instrument and aircraft response to crew actions, all of this
without leaving the ground. (This would be the first, or individual/crew,
level.)

At the Center for Conflict Simulation at Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tories in California one can observe a "computerized sand table exercise,"
in which the varied terrains of close combat and the placements of each
Blue and Red force crew-served weapon can be laid out in great detail on
high resolution graphics screens, and the real-time combat interactions
of opposing companies and battalions and their artillery, their minefields,
their close air support and so on can be faithfully portrayed and then
studied by the unit commanders themselves for lessons learned. (This, too,
would be the mid, or tactical , level.)
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.,c cqm- 1 Y an'd con~rcl level only with
i4a "C' !un in i!km ,cr .Oe(' s there a
Oka& n' in~' q ok tC P thoughi tUe are project.
under wa l kci oswnn , wt, il' 'v-! liieit of the computer-

rupn tdit L u"'t c -' s ( r t Qyste'r or o[-SS) and in Europe (the
Varriov' Pre;'drairr COjr~ w v : dc'm&l3peo 'ii by U.S. Air Forces

7,; i"- ,.," MT'':'o. , i= v.inu.c:.cr tA i ts p4ricipants of the
exp' r i 'nc v1 n i *rlad airiiand/se.o warfare as exists toddy is done

Ast M 0 crow wdrfare simojation, we are on the threshold
orr_> exWi di'~ny or experience with flight simulators,

1CL oc!OL Q raSwir ad1 research activities such as those
Li 1 i-, Yv o~ pcrivng (r: wi th the development of

c. o omb)ct in which the pilot and crew
*- . ce-' Min WLthe g-stresses.

i0- rrP "p ):'r, p s ira is being applied to the land combat
ptDom i,: 11t ~~ it~ is pa ssible to visualize a tank crew "'seeing''

fruir, ts t~j ': 0e errdin and tWe enenmy's tanks (and, at right, realistic
images" of Oe. W "dengaging" that enemy with all the battle's sounds

and moti uns o.nJ outcomes. it even seems possible to present to a company
comnarrer, at hs hillside "O.P.," just what he would see and hear on the

dgon, i f fi- were a'~trally at that observidtion post, and, then, to subject
him to "whrit woul1d hd~pen if" he issued the orders he had in mind.

Q toWL-iha wimalationt, the computer's power is beginning to make
po v blc zp'm e other than the hi ghly unrealistic Lanchestrian aggre-
gaous vh he e Wrig been used to substitute for land combat's detail .
The VAX Of 78, rjuvwcted 'Janus" simulations at Lawrence Livermore, for
exd['Oi, impresr't 'verl tank vs. tank and other engagement of a battle

ea * ,,, i t i ifli'enced by small details of the terrain, aggregatir..
te~ ey . m '' 1 pro u'Jcp the "force on force' outcome far more authentically

S ~he lecrqer f,~o and conti-ol or 'operational"' simulations for ai r/
Inrl, ~ I W .00 a!JW, Wdrfort. are, far behind the possibilities of even

pronent.0 t& nt WPiecT e dre- several reasons for this:

0~*~ for: of warfire is by no means
~~'~'"r ec a'" id ir/Iand/oeo , and

i i r'u 'nod warfare , this fabric Can
It ' r:K'n! clnosite of the close-

noin,'n,0i hlc, thp 1, r hattle, the intelii -

I V h' 'r CKiur K'r C ) function, and
ni ~ -. w-uht each of these 'segments"

* .,F~ In, 'ln''..and, 0ech iof thrm a
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Consider, for example, the simulation of C2 and Counter C.
The data base is enormous (transmitters, emitters, nets,
locations, terrain masking, Jammers, listeners). The
interactions are complex (what happens when we jam? and
to whom?). The phenomena are uncertain (effects of range,
power, and terrain). They directly affect maneuver, fires,
air support, and so on, and they indirectly affect decision
making and execution -- all of this no small problem to
represent.

(2) Institutional conflicts get in the way. The separate
Services with their respective doctrinal establishments
share responsibility for generating and supporting the
forces for air/land/sea warfare. But they are not responsi-
ble for its execution, nor do they share a common perception
of its nature.

(3) The multi service/mul ti national commanders who are responsible
for air/land (air/land/sea) operations have few resources
for simulation development.

*E. APPROPRIATE ACTIONS

(1) Support of new-generation computer technology applications
in all three levels of warfare simulation.

(2) Establishment of a program of research in this field.
(3) Arrangements for "seed money" to selected activities and

*projects. Possibilities are: Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tories, U.S. Readiness Command's JESS, Europe's Warrior
Preparation Center.
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APPENDIX D

. .T -rTTLE MArAt IMENT

" :' .," ,. ,, " '~h ,SA (K T .)

A Ntf kE l~T 0

f. 1 e .Fkn anld battle r;anagement" make up a single process
which we t-ai cd I th_, art ana science of military command and control.

The single vrt ai.J science can be decomposed to two parts: "assess-
mcnt" erf,mo, ,. certain cses, by intelligence and operations staff
officers, and ".:racr' performed by them or other members of the staff.
But for the commander d!,.' his staff it remains a single process of command
and cuntrol of 4irces , the( st,,pe of vhich is broader than operations and

......... administration, civil affairs -- the
full rdrv~X ,I fieW cormn,a ,dr' concerns.

-ie ore e fe e, 0 01P art and science of command and control are
essentia!",,' t,(-sc: sensing the situation, understanding the situation,
decid,.r- u, t t,. ",:., plocing into execution the actions decided upon,
and folio'-tp sensing of the changing situation, thus beginning the cycle
anew.

Tnese procsses, in this sequence, take place in battle at every
level, fron today's lone air defense gunner with his portable Redeye to
Eisenhc.wer hefotre Normandy in 1944. The practitioners of command and
centrol are the comfnancers and their staffs at every level in the
cperation l f(-es of the nited States and its allies. These people
practice their craft through command and control systems.

44l In a highly developed and well functioning command these processes are
taking place everywhere quickly and well, thus giving a major operati;,al
advantage to that command over a less able enemy on the battlefield.

T',eoe ' ,e w 'er ti ir place in operational military forces long

before the, re w_- ar' such t .ing as the computer.

p. r;mF 'N ~T ," ( ((iM[' T

,.. ' S e sid at tuc nuset Before the Department of Defense
c.o ipn rii , .i itell ig-n e and supercompluters in any significant way
to a'si t ,erti 'a (omarlders and their staffs in the realm of battle
dr sesf,.nt /0,,tt o'.ria .., we nust learn how to master the application
to t h-b' .. ,- V , &T tic ordlinary state-of-the-art computer

ti' 'll~' ' , ;i, i .!; L i d yV.



We have by no means done so.

This Task Force has recently found a military film made in 1961 which
describes an automated Army tactical operations center then under develop-
ment. This was a van-mounted computer-assisted system through which
an Army field commander could keep track of the situation and display
information needed.

Twenty years after this film was made, U.S. Army field commanders had
few if any of the applications of computer assistance which that film
described. Even today, such applications as one finds in the hands of
troops consist very largely of the troops' own local adaptations.

Success stories in the adaptation of the computer to the processes of
command and control are few. One success story is SAGE, the Semi-Automatic
Ground Environment System, conceived and first fielded in the 1950's to
assist in command and control of air defense of the United States.

And an emerging success story in the application of today's computer
technology to military command and control is the U.S.S. Carl Vinson.

The reasons for the success of these projects are as follows:

(1) The actual operational user was engaged.
(2) Technical personnel worked closely with the user.

functions that humans did better than computers.

(4) An evolutionary approach was used.

The distributed command entities of the North American Air Defense
Command (the users of SAGE) and the crew of the U.S.S. Carl Vinson (the
users of its system) share common characteristics. Each is an operational
command: each is doing its task either continuously or very often under
realistic operational conditions. And, in the development of its computer
assistance, each has, or had, a responsive technical team working along-
side it, or close by.

The British Broadcasting Company's four-hour television documentary
of R. V. Jones' 'The Secret War' vividly reminds us that this kind of
close cooperation between the user and a technical establishment was
responsible in 1940-1943 for perfecting the application of radar and of,
until then, unheard-of electronic Warfare techniques and equipment. This
teamwork did so with) a speed and effectiveness which seems incredible to
us today.
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C. BARRIERS TO DEVELOPMENT

Why can' t we do better than we have been doing?

One reason is that the air/land and air/land/sea theater forces which
are in the field today differ in a fundamental way from those forces named
in the success stories described above: they come from more than one
Service. Indeed, they usually come from more than one nation as well.

The Department of Defense is organized so that the functions of
providing and sustaining the operational forces are charged to the military
departments with their Services, and the functions of employing the forces
in operations is the responsibility of combatant commands.

For technical experts to work closely alongside the operational U.S.
and multinational forces in air/land/sea commands to develop improved
command and control systems which use advanced computer technology places
severe strains on the fundamental institutional nature of the DoD system.

* Yet there is no other way. The nature of the relationship between
man and the computer requires that the "using man" himself change his
cultural outlook by understanding the computer through its use -- and
that he do this step-by-step, with technical help.

And who is the "using man?" He is not one man, but a full matrix of
A men and women -- commanders, staff officers, at every echelon -- in the

".web of webs" that make up the command and control systems of field
commands today.

The existing multiservice/multinational command and control systems
come from a variety of sources, often including those of the host nation.
Their radios and microwave links, command centers, people and procedures
exist today. The gear is a combination of both old and new equipment. As
new equipment comes in it has to fit into the old web. The command and
control system of each commander is thus a unique, situation-specific,
living web of components in its own continuing process of evolution.

D. TOWARDS OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS

Mission-oriented field commanders are engaging in their own "front-end
evolution," out there where the forces are. Many of them are purchasing
commercial scanners, signal analyzers and direction finding packets from

* training funds; they are leasing and purchasing minicomputers and issuing
them to air and land fighting formations. The Services are catching onto
and supporting this idea.
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Now, what this means is that we have to turn around the system for
developing aids to command and control. We must place a major responsi-
bility where the problem of commrand and control is -- with the field
commiander himself.

We must find the few key field commanders. Then we must place in
support of these commanders both technical skills and materiel. Then we
charge them with responsibility for improving their own commrand and control
system. We must support them with off-the-shelf (ruggedized, to be sure)
commercial gear. And then we create the necessary mechanisms for
coordinating and regulating the efforts of all commianders so that the
totality is internally harmonious.

Let the commTanders start with modest objectives. Let them automate
something simple. When they get a few simple things done -- tasks now
being done by sergeants -- they can move on to something more complex.

We could provide each key commander with a small, technically
qualified system analysis staff (an "R. V. Jones" and crew) which he could
use to study his command and control system and recommiend ways to make it

* better, both with existing equipment and through the use of research and
devel opment.

We could place prototype equipment in the field with these commanders
as they are willing to accept it and ready to exercise it.

* And we could give them battle simulation as a test bed.

We could make this whole proposition very attractive to the commanders
as a way to improve their ability to fight -- especially if what we
provide them is reasonably field-worthy and sustainable, even if not
necessarily fully militarized.

Using this system, we could improve command and control systems, not
as "models" in a study facility, but as living systems in the field.

This system would have some requirements:

*(1) A coordinating and reconciling mechanism must exist so that
systems developing in field commands do not take on charac-
teristics which make it difficult for them to work with each
other and with those of higher echelons of command.

(2) There must be a technical systems engineering and integration
mechanism at some central or higher level, to support and
assist the small staffs which reside with these commanders.

(3) And, above all, there is required an approach to command and
control systems architecture which accommodates change.
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r, :. Y, .... ",,r- - f tho International Standards
Org r,-b ., .,' c t, yd..: ri in one way toward such an

in the L Ip , ,  er of this report we have described "warfare
simulation" as a ir,-'T, n,, arp-(atior cf the new-generation computing

e, ie in , th: f ield coinands, warfare simulation will
provide ei , ti,:sc avn, qeL:, of command and control systems with a

"test bed' -- V '(- Lerci se and evolve as for war, but without war.

T.; Id V,; f at U; %1e' possiblI another "plus" -- the evolution
out t.r -c ' f..,C' rc , - syste'rs," of "knowledge based" systems
L ,,t r±l . - t t field of artificial intelligence.

-T ILPO L..',rrH . . v -ivilian pursuits where expert
systo:'s o,. q.rYeu ,on,, se ;b ing computer components, medicine)
there r 1 r. . L , -u.aceaL Lhrough long pract.cal experience.

Ir, modern /" Iland (or air,'land/uea) warfare, there are no real experts
because tiere us neen no experience.

Wc have no war, and we want no war. But through simulation we can
have th, eqiei lence of war - without the cost of war, and we can develop
expe rts .

*When te,-Ihnicai people car in a realistic and authentic battle
simulation observe what successful people do to gain their success, when
they can ask questions of those (now) recognized "experts," they can begin
the arduIOus process of reducing the knowledge of these people to "rules."

This, these two appli(cations of the existing and evolving computer
techno;ogies gc hand in hano.

To ov r;,re -uicKly to the day when supercomputers and expert systems
are out thece, in place, supporting "battle management/battle assessment,"
it is sugge ,ted that the Department of Defense:

(1:a few fi-ld co,!ands to support with a technical
t,(617 Pss,,ilities: the PuK,/LS command in Korea; U.S.
en,,i , ri d corpcs in Europe; Allied Forces Central

ti . F t. ti tK Fleet; Allied Air Forces Central Europe.
(2 prt uinp1  11ing orranging cooperative effort with the
otner r n ,r'nvrvpd) each of these commands with an "R. V.

, orh, -i ;: L F,,rY' 19,-O.s counterpart.
i, ur tiee cor,Old ' evolutionary modifications, rearrange the

,,rc,,,,u in' :tuti(r' ways c(f dn ino business, to include the

2 .":1 Ia to'( r:, Ogq .

L. ' . .- . ,. .. . . . .: . . . . ,- . . _ ' . _ . , _ _ . .. -.. . . . . .



(4) Support these commands with expertise and resources toward
comprehensive battle simulation.

(5) Without delay, arrive at a "command and control system
architecture that accommodates change."
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APPENDIX E

,W-G,,'TIN COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE

ROBERI P. EVERETT
"AYrES J. CROKE

A. IN! RODUrTION

Lurinq the past five years, the subject of Electronic Warfare (EW)
has eccved increcsing interest and attention in military planning,
R&D, and operations. This growth in importance is expected to continue
throughout the next several decades--primarily because of a similar
growth in the capubilities being provided by the targets of electronic
warfare-the advanced sensors, communications, and command support sys-
tems being developed and implemented to support both tactical and
strate gci opE -ations.

B. SCOPE OF THE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

With this growth come requirements for enormous increases in EW
system complexity, again primarily because of advances in the target
systems. The tactical RF signal environment densities, for example, in
the 20-50 MHz region are estimated to reach 5000 signals turning on or
off per second. This really stretches the front end processor's cap-
abilities to detect and identify all these signals and then locate and
take action on those determined necessary to disrupt. The electronic
counter-countermeasures (ECCM) capabilities of the target signals com-
plicates the situation even further. Frequency agile transmitters,
pseudorandom PRIs, spread spectrum and adaptive nulling techniques make
the detection, identification, tracking and application of counter-
measure techniques much more difficult.

Radio frequency (RF) signal processing is only a portion of tho
Electronic Warfare problems. Many of the targets of tactical electr ,ic
warfare systems are sekarated from their RF emissions (e.g., Conand
Facilities, passive sensors, and receiver sites). One may be "cued" to
a general area by characteristic signal transmissions, but there is a
requirement for radar or optical imaging to find the real target pre-
cisely. Ine digital processing requirements for such high resolution,
long ronge imagqing and mapping systems are quite severe.

C. KAVU J . H..A.u T_, ABLL

re: ',i rrtpjIts for high density signal sorting and processing,
det, t.~r r fu~c, rir,; agile signals, cross cueing imaging systems and
proc-,sir u trdct imaqery data in near real time, all push the "number
cruil,-hrir, b,'ucts of electronic warfare toward the supercomputer domain.
We .. i 1 t-,;t -ie suk, appl i ations here since they represent a straight-
fov;rd, , de;Tndn, extrapolation of existing technology.
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that they I e Tt.
really do rt+
'expert systm I- per-,

haps through tvhe M, 1 e Os r Ir ' ja r .
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or perhaps througc' : r doc reA x L Uc
tasks require oi 1V rl not De a~ e ej
by any tec hiri quc s r-P. t, r1v new - enel ot on
computers but a -es' :n ri'c e .Vrf- will
put these ap, i c 1 i,7- tt e~ Sc e ov eralI
decades to de~elo1

Thus ou, n tif r ' onral com-iputer
applications thjt I-.+,- LP t Lr~i Ie two extremes : more
c omp1i ca ted th i u no' IS( sopistic-ited that
we have noc, ollr wnrds , we will1
suggest apVi,3 1 ,: of '-e larce numbers of
staff art t r.. 7 ov.l elIec tron ic wa rf are
battle fJn'.-: !I

Thcc P t o the electronic war problem:
sensor c,~ t,-er vehicles for transporting

the~, cus ~ - a~~vtof elec:tronic data being
capturu" 1 i!, ff of these elements can be
enhanced bj th . I ot intelligent machines. Bu t

4one elIement , tryG - ~ L"I ser-crs and electronic weapons
prior to d,-_!GY n' ly menale to this technology.

Consider t(~* rt witri using a single jammer,
but ~ ~ ~o rahreihc e,troriic combat assets in the

tdctical b,-.7 ti !,ides' a range of systems:
s se 1f p i') te cL i2 a~ e .nd chaff carried on board
penutraT~flq ~: darea airborne corunication
jammners , s tar arlcd ground-based corununica-
tion arid I. - 2 h' e ai rcraft. While jamming
is tne cid-i 'e .r- C-IOrnpass special ba~tlef ield
sys tem, f~ i K-~ of hostile C sy stems,
a 1 1 u n dt f- r that there was a Comm,,and
Center h ., -- tratir, this, mix of
eI ectrt icfieid; n,,,l1uded among i ts

r7 _1 ri'C data to de termine
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(2) Coordiriat I aI.t ,W Ls ;th f 0r. . : v 1 ri-
electroni( fratricidL." This culd in'>, i n 1 c s

such as ma.irg sie ur awuis (s not ;ot-,. v v iTnh -

frequencies as Our cnr;u:.nicatin4s, or rrE ("4, t thLns 1 rs r.

as invest' git ir i ternodul at, r proa!uc ts ,I , L :I irn

causing un , W I -N & 11 -M !--, 0. erec! W' In , o
special dec1_t ,r"  act.i S ''. : ., .1(

(3) Determine 1. AM . ls OW h it) W f > . . nC

and standofT LW s stems to support the l. a',, .2 u_,,

(4) Examine the optimum n.x uf E 1 teon i as L:. n i,
to support 'he missiol .- .n oL - eXa'V it

possible t( C>IYCit aru a a - ae - -i- c
earh hav 1, b, e.a : ned ann tVtAf MA

(5) Estimate th locations and stat-is of tne' rostls,
commrunications and co~marid facilities wan.it 6!e The tai'gtts of
tne EW mission. This is a most complicatea task since it

involves working with many varied sources of sensor data, much
of which is inaccurate or misinterpreted aiJ can olse be quite

susceptible to deception.

(6) Perform mission planning which i n.olve. the ta,eting of the

various EW isset.s and synchro,;zinq that tugtinq to tie

timing of the strike mission.

D. OVERALL CONS I DEP", IIONS

Just cataloging the electrurc bw LLef ired w'milc, 1 V1 , t , ut- c,
sizeable undertaking but plannini the ute of friendl, weauns is -.en

more demanding. With a large set of friendly weapons_-, V ,_ ,itcheJ

against the day's target set, there is probably rn, pe,fe, I olutiil tu

the allocation proble:. Many branches have to be examined L
resource allocation has been determined and detailed p ior> rr9 t(., the

0 weapons can begin.

Such planning requires a ,', t ara, .f ruies c+ c! a t'',aS
as well as a complete data base of facts about thU caoPab1ities of both
friendly and enemy weaponry. Some parts of the jot, w 1 r tu r :Yi aned

intervention and judg..enL, Lit tn1s must OU Kept Q . . ' . Wl. d

* too great a consumptin of imre. No c'on, , "' ': " <9...9 : " ! " ,
this mission will have to be "trained" b, t ' ti. W to . a wI
serve, for it will have to be trusted to ,.lc .' . , - ,t L!

the time and to ask questions when it Lo,,, i . t U, *cs'l

changed in terms of its rules and PocL.l.,2 :. _ 1,
change with time. It will na. to A We L, on .

0 the part of the erermi as w'ol d. , ..
weaponry.
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Two very important components of this overall electronic warfare
system architecture require special consideration: the electronic
warfare pods themselves and the commnunications used to tie the entire
system together. The new pods will be primary sources for information
on the real time electronic order of battle and the precise nature of
the enemies' real time responses. Future pod designs must therefore be
able to record enemy responses. To the extent that the new pods can
immnediately analyze the data, they will modify their jammning behavior at

PL once. However, individual pods will not have enough capability, antenna
resolution, geometric visibility, etc., to properly interpret everything
about the enemies tactics. The data necessary for preplanning future
missions must come from the pods in current missions, plus the data from
dedicated aircraft whose job is to watch and analyze the ongoing EW
battle. Since it is necessary to collect from a variety of sources, the
underlying communications infrastructure is extremely important.

The above discussion uses Air Force missions for illustration, but
similar problems arise in the military operations of the Army and Navy.
Perhaps even more difficult to solve are the problems arising in elec-
tronic warfare in combined arms operations and in operations with allies.

* Electronic emissions are seldom narrowly focused and are often omni-
directional. Coordination of EW activities among friendly forces to
avoid electronic fratricide will present many demands on the organiza-
tion, procedures, and equipment of those forces.

E. PROBLEMS WHICH WILL REMAIN

Planning and conducting electronic warfare in a modern battlefield
is clearly a complex and demanding task requiring very large computa-
tional capacity, both to minimize the number of planning staff that
would otherwise have to be supported in the field and to solve problems
whose complexity is beyond manual capability. The next generation of
expert systems appears to offer great possibilities for dealing with
parts of this problem. Assuming that satisfactory sensors dre provided--
a difficult, perhaps even more difficult problem in themselves--very
large signal-processing and analytic computational capacities will be
needed as well, and the whole system must be tied together with appro-
priate communications. Al looks promising, even necessary, but Al alone

6 is not sufficient.

From one point of view, EW is only a subset of the entire battle.
The tasks of gathering and processing information, creating a useful
picture of the battle, deciding what to do, planning and monitoring

* operations, learning and replanning, must be carried out in all situ-
ations. The EW system may or may not be functionally separate from
other battle operations but it must be well integrated if it is to be
effective.
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Furthermore, the technologies, both hardware and software, needed
for planning and conducting electronic warfare have a great deal in
commron with the technologies needed for other military operations. The
fundamental and most demanding need is for better understanding of how
to deal with such complex problems.
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APPENDIX F

I' AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

CAVEAT:

This appendix was prepared by Dr. Charles M. Herzfeld and Messrs.
Corwin C. Osborn and James K. Rosa. It does not necessarily reflect the
views of the task force as a group, and contrasting views may be
expressed, in some instances, in other appendices.
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d,, nt explicitly consider robotics appl ications for intelligent unmanned
ve ;icIc , other than, perhnps, dS they apply to lociomotion. Clearly,

,raLhine intelligence technology is c,;sentia! for some sophisticated

applications of robotics and robotics technology would permit intelligent
unmanned vehicles to extend their utility by performing human-like

,ct~ions which include the manipulatlon of external objects.

b AjTOOMOUS AIR( vEHICLES

Of the three types cf unmanned vehicles considered in this report
(d1r , land, and undersea), the field of unmanned air vehicles is the

mjs t maiture. Current vehicles include drones, remotely piloted vehicles
(fPV), and cruise missiles; planned uses span a wide spectrum of military

.,pplications. Drones and RFVs have been used extensively as aerial

targets and were successfully utilized for battlefield surveillance
missions in Southeast Asia. Currently, two services have unmanned air
vehicle programs well along in the development cycle -- the Air Force's
Pave Tiger and the Army's Aquila. However, there has been little emphasis
on the requirerents for and capabilities cf machine intelligence tech-
nology in unmanned air vehicles.

Intelliq(vn unmanned air vehicles will possess significantly increased
flexibility and effectiveness over current/planned air vehicle systems.
This can be accomplished by combining developmental RPV air frame and
propulsion efforts with the technological improvements projected to

emanate from machine intelligence technology. Given sufficient service

emphasis, the following applications would provide demonstration vehicles
by the early 1990's:

1. Intelligent Reconnaissance Vehicle (IRV)

This type of vehicle would provide the overall effectiveness,

reliability, and flexibility of manned observation aircraft without the
,itendant exposure of the humar operator to enemy fire. The range,

operational area, and dwell time of an IRV may then be increased, if
desired, resulting in more area coverage (i.e., effectiveness) per
vehicle.

The adaptdtion rt vision/inage understanding (possible examples

i 1 ude Imagi nq i!fr red, ',ectrc)-Obtical , and Radar) combined with an
e.perL system capable of lim'.!ted reasoning would enable on-board data

processing. This would allow umnmarized data transimissions precluding
the need for complex base fdilities to receive and analyze the data.
System flexibil ity is enhanceo by an IRV's capability to restructure its
mission in real-time baseo on an ongoing assessment of its images. An

iRV woulo not be constralnej by pre-proorammed flight paths nor the need

for remote human operators to restruiture its mission. It would have

the ability to seek and find enemy units arid targets in real-time using

S..,)
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its own expert knowledge of terrain analysis and enemy capability.
Cross-links with satellite and other tactical sensors could further
increase an IRV's flexibility and ability to locate/categorize important
enemy targets.

A navigation capability based on the Global Positioning System
(GPS) or GPS-type system would enable continuous reporting of the IRV's
position and allow it to travel to and from desired locations based on
IRV or human input.

2. Autonomous Attack Vehicle AAYI

* Utilizing the machine intelligence technology mentioned above,
combined with advanced conventional munitions, an intelligent air vehicle
can be developed that would independently attack high-value targets. in
addition to (or in place of) identifying and reporting target locations,
an MAV could attack targets virtually anywhere on the battlefield with
a variety of developed and planned anti -personnel /anti -material /anti -

* armor submunitions. This would substantially reduce an enemy's ability
to conduct successful operations. Proliferated AAV's with a long time-
over-target dwell time (i.e., a loiter capability) could assume Defense
Suppression missions as a complement to manned aircraft and could operate
independently as autonomous deep attack systems in support of Follw-on
Forces Attack missions. As indicated earlier, AAV's also preclude the

4 need to expose expensive manned platforms to enemy fire in many cases.

C. AUTONOMOUS LAND VEHICLES

Land vehicles that are able to operate autonomously create a host
of potential military applications on the battlefield. Such vehicles

* could perform reconnaissance, maintain defensive positions and attack
advancing enemy forces, operate offensively to search out and destroy
the enemy, lay or clear minefields, and perform a variety of combat
support functions ranging from ammunition resupply to casualty evacuation.
The Army has investigated a variety of concepts for autonomous land
vehicles as well as for tethered vehicles which operate semi autonomously.

Whereas both air vehicles and undersea vehicles operate in a re-
latively benign medium, land vehicles must operate in a complex topo-
graphic environment in the presence of many obstacles. Thus, a logical
technology development path would first focus on demonstrating the



ability to move across varied terrain (such as in a reconnaissance
vehicle) as a prelude to more complex roles (such as attacking targets).
Two such vehicle concepts are briefly described below.

1. Autonomous Land Reconnaissance Vehicle (ALRyj

An autonomous land reconnaissance vehicle (ALRV) would offer
the ability to conduct reconnaissance on the ground without expoging
soldiers to hostile fire. The ALRV would provide some capabilities not
provided by autonomous air vehicles, such as the ability to reconrnoite. a
route for armored or mechanized forces by physical traveling the route,
thus determining the trafficability and the presence of defenses along
the route.

An expert system, incorporating the requisite robotics tech-
nology, could possess an autonomous navigation capability sufficiently
advanced to sense ard interpret its environment through scene processing
and image understanding techniques. Given the machine intelligence
technology expected in the next ten years, it is possible to attain a
vehicle capable~ of travelling speeds of up to 60 Kin/h with effective
road, landmark, fixed and moving obstacle recognition. In this manner,
route reconnaissance missions (based on updating a pre-programmed knowledge
base -- machine learning) could be accomplished with little danger to
personnel even in enemy-controlled regions. This capability would be
essential when planning offensives and counterattacks which normally
involve movement through enemy areas.

In addition, image processing and understanding would be
applied to target identification and classification missions. Whether
deep in the enemy's rear area or as a complement to/replacement of
Forward Observers near the FEBA, fire support mission effectiveness
could be greatly enhanced by ALRVs operating around-the-clock, in all
environments, and in the presence of hostile fire. Once again, personnel
would be exposed to fire less often. Moreover, missions could be
conducted in areas where human operators would be hesitant to travel.
The expert system's uiiderstanding of what is happening to the objects of
interest (i.e., changing target designation once the target is destroyed)
would provide an effective force multiplier. Additionally, on-board
data fusion and reasoning by the expert system could categorize targets
by value, provide summaries of all relevant data to interested recipients,
and ensure efficient allocation of Deep Attack and Fire Support assets.
In the long-term, speech recognition and natural language capabilities
could be adapted for voice commands and interactive communications.

2. Autonomous Land AttackVehicle

Al though the ALRV may have some weapon capability for self

defense, the addition of more sophisticated weapons to the ALRV would
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allow ii T" c ; 1 I, vot )u types of targets on land. It could
be equipped ,i a &ti-orr.r ;issiles for attacking tanks and other
combat vehicles or i'i d , b equipped with other weapons for attacking
high '.diue 1r~jall 'ior, :'joL as cormuand posts. In either case, an
autonro is larid a'tack e4i,_!e would have the ability to locate, identify,
and attaJk ",tIF o M'erfst.

U. ,hu....b A [h ~

The Navy t li 1,, y strviL that currently uses unmanned undersea
veh icles a ritjre 'p iitions of intelligent unmanned undersea vehicles
are eXpecTed t b(, I ,:v, pplications. The Navy's current and
planned' U.SL , u t _,i?- ,,.Ar . vehicles include torpedoes, some
niir. e , I ,eb (, e .. r .utrmarines, ASW targets for test and
ew;l u0 'i,.l, " : r , .1 fc r some more specialized applications
in res-.ircl' n' ie it ard Lndersed search systems. Thes-: applications
are char6Lturl~e t, .t ei-urunce (minutes to hours). There appears
to be littlt l.i 11, a-t icili intelligence that is specifically directed
at unmanne.; uiiderse, 1cles and it does not appear as though any re-
quirements t r artif c.ci intelligence capabilities have been established
that reldte ',: ifieaLdy to unmanned undersea vehicles. Aithough there
are likely to be orportunities to employ artificial intelligence in
evolutionoz vc,'s ons o' current unmanned undersea vehicle applications,
there are higher lever-dge opportunities for artificial intelligence
applications in leun ranje/eridurance unmanned undersea vehicles. Two
such cr _'pts di" ' C1 scussed below.

1. Mine ,el iverv Vehicle

The US Navy currently faces severe constraints on its ability
to conduct miining in enemy wdters. The Navy has no dedicated mine
delivery platforms and mining in enemy waters exposes high value platft.ms
with other priority missions to high threat environments. One solution
to the problem would be an un-,anned autonomous, long range underwater
mine delivery vehicle (MDV) which could transit hundreds to thousands of
nautical riles and emplace several dozen mines. Such a vehicle could
also be adapted to perform other roles as well such as launching land
attdck cruise nlissiles, deli,,c,-,ng sensors (for example, the Rapidly
Deplo~b , Surieilndne v , -- i i forward areas, and serving as
a platforr tr t t'! ' -,c,-ay. lie Noval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC)
has invest i, 1 ted (r)rcep tor an MDV. Although the MDV concept has
support in thir ri ir1.,try, it has not yet received additional
funding t, fart tjd,(e L, tie concept and demonstrate critical technologie-.
While tle .U(t ., ' , d rij t >pecifically consider the use of
man hi ne ,,.ei r'r::"'e ~er, it appears as though the incorporation
of ma htr rtc ; r a> ,M ,'V would provide it with operational
flcrxi it,, ti .i t.t. ,,eyed with present technology and which
( -ild i,. . ,r -" Y pe ational system.
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There are a number of reason ,ny intcV :g~nt capabilities would be
t.seful in a mine delivery vehicle. Man,' of them stem from the fact that S
the MDV would have to operate &cutonox oussly for up to a week or more.
During that time, the MDV would h E to navigate submerged through the
ocean and periodically approach the surface for navigation and command
and control updates. At some points in its mission, the MDV would have
to operate in shallow water. There will be a variety of external factors
to which the MDV will have to adapt, such as currents, the presence of 0
ships or high sea states during its navigation update period, and obstacles
when operating in shailow wdter. In addition, there will be internal
factors which the vehicle will need to tae into account such as energy
consumption, the amount of energy remaining, the status of subsystems,
the need for a navigation update and so forth. While computational
techniques that do not. involve artificial intelligence ma- yield a
partial solution to those problems., they are not likely to yield a truly
robust capability for autonomous operation.

The machirle intelligence technologies that would be of most interest
for applictoo in an MDV would he expert systems, planning and monitoring,
deductivc, rca'urnlng, and perhaps a low level vision capability. Expert
systems couid be used for navigation and movement management, for threat
and obstacle avoidance, and for toe management of onboard systems including
the detection and management of system failures. The outputs of these
expert systems would be used inputs for planning, or deductive reasoning,
systems which would control the overall execution of the mission. A low
level vision capability for feature extraction could be useful to derive
information from processed active or passive acoustic signals for inputs
to obstacle or threat avoidance expert systems.

2 L rndurance Scubmarine Deco s

The Navy has a vdriety of short endurance devices that simulate
the movement and signatures of sub.marines for use as decoys, for training
of ASW forces, or for tesl ond evaluation purposes. The development of
more sophisticated long range!et.urance submarine decoys would offer new
opportunities for c variety of operational uses. For instance, long
endurance decoys could be used Lo simulate submarines leaving port.
This could be porticularly useful for ballistic missile submarines,
where it might he anticipated thdt Soviet submarines would attempt to
establish d harrier anc tril deploying ballistic missile submarines.
the use of decoys co.l d crP2 t y cor !:ate that task. Similarly, decoys
could be used to aid attack submarines in the penetration of forward
barriers by Vasins AW forrp , to Lonverge in certain areas, leaving S
other areas more v!Inrrahlo ri penetration. Decoys could also be used
in i harassing role., t:, exhiust AS' forces and to force them to deplete
tneir stocks of woenns a-d '-.'r'Irr.
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Like the mine deliver) vehicle, a long range/endjrance submarine
_>Y , uld benefit from machine intell igence in order to operate autonomously
. dn extended period. Furthermore, intelligent capubilities would

(A]c3 it to more accurately -imulate the actions of a submarine --

F>.rticularly in response to external stiruli, such as the proximity of a
,tile ship or submarfne or the launch of a wedpon.

Machine intelligence technologies that would be of interest
long range/endurance submarine decoys are basically the same as for

,e mine delivery vehicle: expert systems , heuristic search, planning
[)d monitoring, deductive reasonino, and, perhaps, a lew Ievel vision

The three types of autonomous vehicles considered in this chapter --

opportunities for applications in military missions, have 3omewhat

different requirements 4or intellicent functional capabilities, and

offer payoffs of different types and magnitudes. Most of the work that
hids been done on applications of artificial intelligence to autonomous
vehicles has been in the context of Army applications for autonomous
land vehicles. While artificial intelligence appears to be an essential
component for autonomous land vehicles, investigations into applications
for autonomous air and undersea vehicles have proceeded outside of an
artificial intelligence context. However, for all three types of vehicles
there appear to be high payoff military dppiications which would be
enabled by the availability of intelligert functional capabilities. Of
the three types of vehicles, autonomous undersea vehicles potentially
have the highest leverage since an analogous manned vehicle is a submarine
which is expensive and limited in numbers. Autonomous land vehicles, on
the other hand, may have the broadest spectrum of potential applications
while there are applications for autonomous air vehicles in all of the
services.

Several intelligent functional capabilities will be useful for

applications in autonomous vehicles. Expert systems, deductive reason-
ing, and planning systems will have broad applications in all types of
vehicles. A sophisticated vision cepability is necessary for land and
some air vehicle applications. Speech recognition/production and natural
language understanding would be of most value in land vehicle applications
cW , to a lesser degree, for air vehicle applications.

It appears to be appropriate at this time for DoD to specifically
ectmine applications of autonomous air and undersea vehicles which would
be enabled by the availability of intelligent functional capabilities.

It also appears as though it is appropriate to select and fund demonstrators
of autonomous vehicles in order to drive the development of machine

S.



intelligence technologies. All of the concepts described in this paper --

the reconnaissance and attack land and air vehicles and the mine delivery
and submarine decoy underwater vehicles -- are vehicles. Two concepts
in particular which may be sufficiently developed to permit demonstration
are that of an autonomous land reconnaissance vehicle and an autonomous
undersea vehicle for mine delivery.
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APPENDIX G

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE

CAVEAT:

This appendix was prepared by Drs. William J. Perry and Duane A.
Adams. It does not necessarily reflect the views of the task force as a
group, and contrasting views may be expressed, in some instances, in other
appendices.
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require the successful on,,,1iop,,nt of a variety of techriologies well
beyond the presenL stato-of -tc-ar.. In particular, the system would
involve netting together mjnv hundreds of computers of a speed and
sophistication not presently available.

However, the col -p.tet rcquirerrents for a FMUY program, while formid-
able, will not be th2 driver in the I*hfere Department's Strategic
Computing program; thmt is, the technology development already planned
in this program to mceet cther re.uirerTents (e.g., autonomous vehicles)
are sufficient to meet most of the needs of the BMD program. Conversely,
computer technology ,s not the driver in the BMD program; that is,
whether the BMD progra!:m is feasible will be determined by technology
developments in other fields. In fact, the driving issues determining
BMD feasibility are: development of the technology for directed energy
weapons, achievement of the necessary accuracy and discrimination in
sensor and tracking subsystems, the ability of the system to deal with
countermeasures, and finally, the cost and reliability of a system of
such magnitude and compleAity.

Even though the BMD program is not likely to drive the Strategic
Computing program, it would impose special and very difficult require-
ments on many of its computers:

(1) A BMD system wojld contain hundreds of very sophisticated
computers which would have to work together. The software
tying this system together would be of unprecedented size and
scope--this project would be the China Wall of the software
world (ano coulo toke as long to build with present tools).
Therefore, a najor effort would be required to create auto-
mated software development tools to greatly increase produc-
tivity in wciting software.

(2) Because of the size and complexity of the BMD system, thou-
sands of engineers would be involved in the design of its many
component . Therefore, a very sophisticated simulator will be
needed to evaludte tradeoffs and integrate the design. A
simulator will also be critical in assessing the system after
it becomes onerational since it will not be possible to fully
check out the system in its deployed mode. Therefore, the
simulator will be both complex and very important.

(3) The syster; wid be designed for a 10-year operating life, and
many of its components would be inaccessible for that lifetime.
Therefore, the reliability of the hardware and software must
achieve levels well beyond any achieved today (communication
satellites apiproach these reliabilities but are far simpler
systems).

(4) If an attack takes place, the BMD system must be able to
respond in seconds and it will not get a second chance.
Therefore, the computers must be capable of very high speed
operations, they must have fault-tolerant architecture, and
once enabled must be capable of operating without human inter-
venti on.
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D. MACHINE INTELIIGENCE DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

An operational ABM system does not appear to need machine intelli-

gence (MI) technology in order to perform the ABM mission. Many of the
tasks of surveillance, thrat evaluation, target tracking, weapon assign-
ment and kill assessment are based on alqorithms which will be sufficiently
well understood to implement using conventional progranring techniques.
The critical time constraints in much of the proce-ccinf would also argue
against the use of MI technology, since such techniques as we know them
today would be less efficient than straight-forwdrd algorithms to per-
form these tasks. However, there are several potential applications of
MI technology which could be useful in the A;M context.

(1) Situation Assessment--This is a functien whicn must be per-
formed continuously, not just ouring an ettack. In fact,
because of the short time between the launch of an attack and
the time by which a response must be initiated, there is
little opportunity foc the traditional assessment and the
exercising of options by the command authority. This
is especially true for a defense against the boost phase,
where only a few minutes of warning are available. Ml tech-
nology coulo be used to monitor a changing situation, assist
in exploring alternatives to avoid a nuclear exchange, and aid
in presenting a global picture of a situation where there is
an overload of informratior. This is an area where little work

has been done to date, but one which is very promising and
would reuquire dn extensive devclopment of expert system tech-
nology and associated computirug resources.

(2) Heuristic Approaches--Realistic algorithms have not been

developed for many of the bMD functions. In some cases an
optimal algorithm may be Carputationally infeasible while a
set of heuristics may be just as good and would require much
less computation. An example is to optimally allocate weapons
to targets using a lineur progranTiing approach versus using a
simpler set of heuristics. A-iother potential area would be
the use of MI techniques to control the flow of informationover the cormmurication network , p~rticuiarly if the network
has been degrade,, or is overloaded.

(3) Rules of Engacei,-ent--The rules and procedures that govern the
release of weapons and the initiation and conduct of nostil-
ities are c(,ic t vely kncwn as the rule_ o' enucoqe:lcnt.
These will undoubtedly chant( over t , ur- herce need to be
implemented in a sufficiertly flexitle r;,,nrer tr, er-it evolu-
tion or to be moodified as world ten- rion:, ,r,. kul e-- based
systems may be used in thiz.. context.
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(4) Image Understan.din7--UurinQ -he c, o se of ar. ICBM attack a

major problem will be to discriminate between reentry vehicles
containing warhedds and those that are decoys. One approach
that could bE explored would be to use image understanding
techniques to observe critical operations such as the deploy-
ment of reentry vehicles from the bus. This may be only one

of several opportunities to use MI techniques to counter
attempts by the enemy to defeat the effectiveness of the ABM
system.

(5) Self Maintenance--Since future space-based systems will have
to operate in an unattended mode for up to ten years, they
will have to be capable of diagnosing faults and performing
the required maintenance without human presence. Many of the
current space systems can be manipulated from the ground to
circumvent system failures, and there are also systems which
can automatically detect and correct faults. These faults are
generally at the hardware level and have a predetermined
pattern of failure, such as a failure in a memory bank or a
processor failure which causes the processor to be swapped
out. Future space-based systems will be much more complex
than present systems, and will require increased on-board
assistance to monitor and maintain the system. This could
range from on-board machine intelligence which assists a
person in diagnosing and correcting a problem to a fully
autonomous system capable of monitoring and maintaining
itself.
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DR. WILLIAM' L. PIFLU)

A. INIFR0ODP.LIIC0

The Ai rLraf t Subpanel of the USB Task FUCteO M 1 ~tar Apt 1 Ndt'Wn
of N'ew-Generdticn Computi ng Techn olgic e5 ntt on AJra~d q ,L 190 w rev ie,
Service acti v ities arnd plans for appl icatiuin of inrtel 1 gMn UO~PUtatijr
techni ques to a ircraf t system design, wi th p articulat foc:,. upon a P', ,;t s
Associate expert system. The meeting was chaired h, Lt Q. r n Piip D.
Shutler, USMC (Retired). The Army, Ndvy/Marines ana Air Forcp each briefed
the subparel on status of major projeWt and othar ~a . uf their needs
for advanced developmnts for i nfurmait ion prOLeSS i Ng i o a -c raf t tyera ti ons
The presentations b) Mr . Bruce Davin W. Bernard Nmw]n , LUT kno Kelm
and Dr. Bernard Kulp nave Oer incorporated 0n SULCee&FIn 0A 00% of the
report. Other participants in the meetrng are listed a '1 e; of tHis

* report.

B. CHNREN1 -STATUS 0! MAJOR PROJECTS

1. LHX. The Army is planning a replacement for As~ cirrent farwily
of light helicopters. The basic operational goal of LHX is to operate

4 effectively in the battlefield environment of the Air Land Battle 2000
concept. Specific objectives include improvement of ability to engage
the enemy under all conditions of weather and lighting, allity to operate
low and fast for survivability, reduction of crew size to cne or two and
improved logistics support through comi-onality.

Full scale engineering development of LHX is to begin in F1 87,
so the Army recognizes that artificial intelligence techniques will n-,t
be available initially. The rogram contemplates in-jection of morc_
advanced technology through P I in FY 92. The Advaoc-ed Rotoruradft
Technology Integration Program is a key techinology base rrgram suppo-tingq
LHX. Its objective is to define avionics arid cOCkplit architeiture fcr
LHX.

Since the I HX prograir envisiors a high dcij,- c f intep'etm of
senho h. cOMMI~nicaticns, rmvigatior and f I iyht continds ii 1 ren
a highlv candble processor to act as intuni-n. nqt! .1,7!,"-

*key techioloyy base program suppor ti rig LHX thc An ii 1 W 1Wa U IV.
insertion studies , wi th a goal of demonstra ti a cin A >-n eY'd'- L. FAKZ
These OtWdic have produced SqlIF very as ful Va i 5mr) 1 I e
board procensiraq requirenmns for target d( guisition,, K Le cnl
vivability, navigation and cimvnuricat ion (mmany hurl'e f il -

operations pe second) .~ Wvor, orrlennirc) and p' . t' L I

o the mis io Manager"M ~5lfV for:: t I0on yf !f' , Of I,
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C. APPLICATIONS O Al TECHNIQUES

The perscl develuped a list of applications of Al techniques which
address specific Service needs. They are discussed here in the order in
which they seem to liomise early and achievable results.

1. Maintenanc,- Manaqement. There appears to be great potential
benwfit in the automdtion of the present labor-intensive, paper-intensive
maintenance management information systems. Ongoing data automation
developments are reducing the volume of pdper work in logistics systems.
In addition, the eriging technology of knowledge-based systems ptomises
to reduce some of th,- humar labor requirements. There is a need to apply
Al techniques in understandin- how a master logistician thinks and operates
and in writing expert programs to emulatt, this performarce ihis appedrs
tc tk- a pr is r S' g a ,y o e a i ica! ir , r, f F,pert systems. a- they have
evc!.ed to Ceatc.

2. Prefr!i nt, Poi-tfli r,t Eld rK_. x perL sst em techology
promises to make pos ibic a significa:rt iVprovemt-nt in Httfl ight and post
flight pla ining for combat opt,rations,. b9 ;delliny the expertise of
expert mission plann-rrr, an a to;,idted cou tlr:. couId , rdpid changes in
operational plans to adapt to charge', in tr cat, twer l td, wedtrler, target
characteristics, fritendly forces and irdiiy other 1 auir,irg elements. Modest
early incremental improvements in the itsionl plan u piecess would seem

to be possible with the relatively small and constraded txprt systems
that are being developed now. As murt 1,perful noiedgtased systems
become available. that power could agair, it added iirretmrl,td1ly to im.,rove
the automa ted suppoi t provided to huma r, IT - in 5 rj p1 a rinr,,.

3. Massive It~ormation K1ow. Th, tivy ideriti ,,.s a .,e,-e problem
in their multi-crew aircraft due to saturatinn of thf operdtors by the
increasing volume of tactical informnatiorn. In addit~un, there is pressure
to reduce the number of opefrtor-s because of aircraft design considerations.

At present, the operator tasks are speciallzed. cKr e. a rple,
there are magnetic sensor operators, acoustic sensor operators and tacti-
cal controllers. Oret part of the solution to, thE problem of operator
saturation is to improve man-machine interfaces through human engineering
of work spaces and displays. Another part of the solution appears to be
improvement of information fusion to permit sharing of multi-sensor inputs
and multiple chiinols of information. Finally, artificial intelligence
technology may permil! d .. thr of part )f the deci sm in-ma i nq i (ocess,
thereby further reducing operatoi workload.

L, 3



4. Time Ccmi,'et, sion. In its LH design the Army has established
extremely difficult techrncal rcquirements in order to achieve high per-
formance in a difticult environment with a limited (one or two) crew.
This design is particularly demanding on real time, high volume information
processing ano display. In the near term, the major technical need is for
a high performance processor. To this end, the Army is working toward a
VHSIC processor capability in 1936. In the longer term, artificial
intelligence/expert syster approaches may be the only way to make tractable
the time-compressed wide bandwidth information flows that will be needed
to enable a single crew member to operate the system.

5. Sensor Fusion. The most demanding requirement for advanced
computational capability that we discuss is the fusion of inputs from mul-
tiple sensors, automated decision making and data inputs to the pilot
(e.g. visual, aural, tactile, etc. . . . ). This requirement arises, for S
example, in low levl, night and all-weather aircraft flight through hos-
tile areas, where flexibility in planning and execution is needed. The
consensus is that the technology needed for this application is not in
evidence in currently demonstrated expert systems and will not be available
for aircraft whose technology cucoff dates are in the '80s.

D. NEEDED HARDWARE DEVELOPMLNTS

There are several hardware developments that are essential to improve-
ment of airborne processors generally and intelligent computing in particular.

1. Speed. There is an acknowledged need for several orders of
magnitude increase in throughput to satisfy future real time information
processing needs. As a footnote, we note that there is a dearth of quanti-
tative information on processing needed to support projected information
flows, particularly when humans are in the processing stream. More work
is needed on metrics for man-machine conmnunication in an intelligent com-
puting context. 5

2. Size and Power. It is not clear whether advanced computation
capabilities wifl best be provided by centralized or distributed processors.
Attributes such as speed, bandwidth, survivability, graceful degradation
and flexibility have different impacts on design criteria for size and
power. More work is needed in size and power design concepts for advanced
processors, particularly for distributed applications which require large
numbers of very small computers with large memories and multiple external
information paths.

3. S qmbolic Processn . The Services point out that their develop-
ment programs will not provide the advanced symbolic processing machines
that will be a central element of any artificial intelligence applications
in aircraft system design. These machines will have to be developed in
the DARPA Strategic Computing program, and it is essential that the flow
of AI machines to the Services begin soon enough to support the injection
of Al technology into their designs.

H-4
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4. Memory. The Services point out another potential gap in pro-
grams to exploit advanced computers, namely high density, non-volatile,
non-mechanical memory. All of the applications for high volume on-board
processing using expert system techniques imply high capacity, high speed
memories. The Services do not see these memories being developed.

5. Survivability. The issue of survivability of advanced computer
concepts under hostile conditions, whether enemy-induced or natural, needs
further study. For example, fiber optic channels are being considered for
internal processor commiuncations as well as for information busses through-
out an aircraft. The effects of weapon-induced environments upon fiber

r optics must be understood.
6. Mechanical Aspects. The way in which current avionics systems

have evolved, through black box integration, presents a severe dilemma to
designers. The presence of components of different vintages, with differ-
ent levels of processing sophistication, makes it difficult to incorporate
expert system technology by just adding another black box. On the other

* hand, the existence of a large aircraft inventory makes it difficult to
break into the modification cycle with a completely new approach. The
dilemmra is somewhat mitigaied by continued miniaturization of electronics,
which may permit further P 1. A promising approach for future systems is
top-down design, in which the objectives and concepts of expert system
applications are considered at each level of design.

E. NEEDED PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENTS

A major concern of the Services is the shortage of Al practitioners
to plan, execute and consult on Al programs, both in the government and in
industry. Various steps are being taken to alleviate this shortage.

The Air Force and Army plan to sponsor university consortia which
will do research on AI topics of interest to the Services and train people
to add to the national pool of Al practitioners.

A source of trained people for the Serv..jces lies in their baccalaure-
5 ate and graduate institutions, such as the Air Force Institute of Technology

and the Naval Post-Graduate School. Courses have been established and
specialized curricula are being developed.

The DoD STARS (Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems)
program involves another DoD effort to expand human resources in information

5 processing. Subtasks of STARS are directed to population assessment, career
structuring, exchange programs, academic and training programs and develop-
ment of learning aids.

H- 5



Tne IAi:.S nt. tive in rVpu.ation assessment points out a key nee.l
in the opt ization of personnel resources - an effective means of track1frr
the resources. Other efforts are underway to monitor computer science
people through m:-> fic,.tions to existing personnel records systems for
military and c i li nS.

Trere are some unanswered questions concerning the personnel situation
in industry. it particular, there are questions about possible industry
participation 1i. the government-industry consortia, and about industry 0
approaches to trascking the scarce resources.

F. NEEDED R DEVELOPMENTS

The Servicer. have identified several software developments which
they believe w!i1 be needed in order to take advantage of new generaticn
computing techology.

1. Transpjor taible Pro rams for Al are needed. At present, there
are many languages that have been used or proposed for Al programming, and
the most cormmon language in the USA, LISP, exists in several dialects.
There is a need for standardization, so that AI programs may be moved
between programming environments. However, given the state of the art in
Al programming, standardization will be difficult. Perhaps the Services
might begin by applying a soft standard, asking for a few expert systems
languages that would permit transport of programs.

2. in addition, common data bases for AI application need to be
developed and standardized for military application, consistent with
development of transportable proqrams.

3. Lono lead times for software and system development must be
reduced. This may be accomplished in part by the standardization and
automation of the design processes.

4. The utility of Al systems in military applications, for example
voice recognition systems, is limited at present. While some promising
results have been obtained, more work is needed to define requirements for
vocabulary size and information transfer rates.

G. OTHER ISSUES

Several issues arose in discussions with the Services which do not
fit into the categories above, but which are significant.

1. DARPA relationships with the Services must involve the right
people, most provide fnr continuity of effort and must achieve agreement
on desired output.

6-6



W f o jrrai!,s must be realistic, must progress through an achievatl,
equerC(, cf ctepc,, including meaningful demonstrations of operational
c apdab iIi t ies.

3. Some Service prorams need modest amounts of AI technology early.
Automated maintenance information systems are examples. The Services have
already nalde progress in automating these systems, and can now benefit
substantially from injection of a modest level of Al technology. Cockpit
Automation Technology is another example that may be ready for insertion
of a modest level of Al technology. There is some concern that the DARPA
program may be aiming at targets that are farther away.

4. Al techniques and specialized hardware are implicitly competitive
in some applications. There do not yet seem to be any general guidelines
for deciding whether a special purpose processor or a more general expert
system is preferable in a given application. This idea may be expanded
to identify three competing conceptual approaches for solving computation-
intensive problems:

(1) "Front-end" application of specialized hardware.
(2) Traditional computation techniques, using very high capacity

memories, very rapid access and very high speed processors.
(3) Al techniques.

5. Stability is an important aspect of the management of scarce
9ponnel with knowledge of new generation computing. As the Services

begin to utilize machine intelligence technology more, they will want
to develop confidence in the practitioners who consult with them and per-
form their work. Stability will be a key ingredient fn this relationship.

6. A maintenance planner is a promising addition to the DARPA
Strategic Computing program, one which may have high payoff quite early,
with a modest level of AI technology.

H-
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Goal s The wKr et> jorr nr- ri; noa
aircraft aopTication arw

Arny: a co p)i-j -
Navy: ar aircre e . 'r 1,, rcrtiele crm ruriWt-r

aircraft su_,, as LEO, F-5.

Air For..e a ii.tL . r Piwt 1 -

2. AN] icat q -. jor arilca: c vagpsted b) the panel for

utilizing new-geea o.tiin -. tecrI,oij (ire (in order of increasing
difficul ty)

--Maint~C' ,fTr [)f~(:r, a~ 'i istant.

-- Preflight, postflighL plarner.
--Man/machine interface improvements, (displays, voice interaction).
-- ,me cr;M slon of nign throuqhput !ucessing requirements

,e.g. . c-e 1 i p
---Sensor fuion

* 3 rl ,.[j.i' Tet , e!;_cconcepts. The panel recognized
that there r. fi ,eret approayes to airborne computation problems:

-Expert systems using very high capacity central computers.
--r, a irpe ditrib uted systems using small size, high

pmer computern wih. ,ih throughput, fast access memories
and nultiple et i,;fc'ioiation paths.

Beth approaches drive harwre ano software development.

4. A! Pyactitiocer . i% a need to take steps through advanced
educatinrr to ela ce -nr, -r ',ervc tin coninunity of AI practitioners in the
Services, latorateri.s dn, n ry

5. 'g_.1e s t 10n P,-__ fz - ,') '[

--Develop er-_ ,c s,:h, es the maintenance officer's assistant
which wi 1 show le value of Al r. rilitary application as soon as practical.

"u," 'y Qr e..toes at the level of the laboratory

directo i'. we , -i t: IN wn. , ve,, and work toward continuity of
effort h te. ,r, ti,4  i r t .

-- Pro.','r~'r r .rr. ve to the expert system approach

"y fost rin q ,madl ', ,' , ( itv. '-ec al n~urpose computers, memories
and infoimaticn (
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MAINTENANCE OFFICER'S ASSISIANT:

AN EXPERT SYSTEM TO HELP ACCOMPLISH WORK SPACE MAI4AGEMENT

LT. GEN. PHILIP D. SHUTLER (RET.)

Work Space Management is the method by which the required numbers
of trained people are made available and directed tr do a particular job
and by which the appropriate parts, tools, publications, and orders are
positioned to allow the work to continue without interruption. From d
practical viewpoint this means positioning the parts and tools within
two arms length of the point of usage and placing the orders and publi-
cations within easy reading distance (Figure 1). The complexity of this
task, the potential for high pay off in readiness, and the availability
of existing data bases make this expert system an attractive candidate
for early development.

It is clear that the parts, tools, pubs, orders, and personnel
assembled in the work space today were somewhere yesterday and last week
and last month, and that actions taken previously have culminated in the
present positioning. The current problem stems from the fact that
actions must be taken today to cope with work space requirements tomor-
row and next week and next year.

There are four record keeping and source data systems (Organiza-
tional Maintenance Activities (OMA), Intermediate Maintenance Activities
(IMA), Rework Facilities, Production Plants). These feed three func-
tional data systems (Supply, Personnel and Training, and Orders and
Publications) and one analysis data system (Quality Assurance) (Fig-
ure 2).

Skilled personnel, using information from the Quality Data Systems,
can make modifications in the three functional systems which will cause
changes in the work space. For example, the output from the quality
analysis process could be used to:

- correct an error in a publicationr;

- recommend a change in operational doctrine;

- change a Preventive Maintenance interval or sequence;

- modify tables of organization or assignment procedures to add
skilled personnel;

- modify a training program to upgrade skill levels;

- redesign a replaceable component to improve reliability,

- change the local stockage levels to reflect actual or pre-
dicted usage;

* 1-I



- change a tool list to make the right tool available; and,

I - direct tool calibration to meet specifications.

The need for the expert system is to sort through the many combina-
tions of causes and possible corrective actions quickly enough to keep
the work force reasonably close to optimum employment and the overall
results close to optimum for resources expended. The need also exists
at a number of levels simultaneously. Specifically, Organizational and
Intermediate maintenance activities -need such a system since it is there
"the rubber meets the road" for execution of the Work Space Management
Plan.

Since a considerable amount of the primary data bases is in exis-
tence today the development of an expert system to assist in the problem
of Work Space Management may well be the earliest and one of the most
valuable actions that can be taken.

1-



APPENDIX J

SUPER-MICROCOMPUTERS FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS

CAVEAT:

This appendix was prepared by Dr. F. P. Brooks, Jr. It does not
necessarily reflect the views of the task force as a group, and
contrasting views may be expressed, in some instances, in other
appendices.



A PLNDIX 3

SUPER-MICROCOMPUTERS FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS

F. P. BROOKS, JR.

A. A HERETICAL ASSERTION

"What technological development in computers can have the most far-
reaching and profound beneficial effect on U.S. defense Dosture in the
1990's?"

One is forced willy-nilly to an unglamorous answer: not a massive
number-cruncher, 100 times a Cray I, not ar Al engine capable of 1000
logical inferences per second, but a simple super-micro, widely deployed
both in embedded and free-standing environments.

B. WHAT IS A SUPER-MICRO?

By a super-micro we mean an advanced-technology one-chip 32-bit
microcomputer, similar in concept to the Motorola 68000 but 10 to 100 times
it in key technical parameters:

(1) 10-100 million instructions per second, fixed point,
(2) floating-point hardware,
(3) 2-16 megabytes of main memory,

(4) one board of electronics, including processor, cache, memory
management, memory management channels,

(5) general-purpose von Neumanr architecture, probably reduced-
instruction-set,

(6) 4-8 DMA input-output channels, at 4-10 MB/sec,
(7) 100-1000 MB winchester-type disk, substitute available for

some applications,
(8) bit-mapped color graphics, 1000 x 1000, 10-24 bits/pixel
(9) networked,
(10) multiplexable for reliability and load-sharing, and
(11) distributed multiprocessing operating system.

C. USE IN EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS

In our review of today's military applications of computers, we were
strikingly impressed with several facts of life:

1. Long lead times for all military lectronics, lonier for

custom mil-spec stuff

We saw ancient hybrid digital-analog equipment in the fleet where
even minicomputers would now be obsolete, where microprocessors ought to
be.
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2. A terrible but real software inertia

It takes a lona time to build at, embedded-computer software
system, and still longer to evolve it to maturity. Once in place, such a
software system usually mandates several successive hardware generations
with upward compatible architectures.

3. Convergence of military ha rdware_requirements and civilian
hardware_ roperts " e

Many miiitary applicdtions have no stiffer environmental hardness,
requirements than do standard commercial applications.

More significantly, conmmercial-grade chips and packages now
routinely operate in unpampered environments, so that moderate exterior
ruggedizing makes them usable in military applications at a fraction of
the cost of custom-pr(duced electronics. This convergence is far from
total, of course.

In newer military electronics systems, we saw Intel 8080 family
and Motorola 68000 family chips popping up everywhere, often in roles not
previously taken by computers at all.

4. Decreasin_ military dominance of the computer -3rket
Cd

As millions of computers are now shipped each year into the U.S.
civilian economy, the military hardware market becomes a smaller and smaller
fraction of the whole. This implies substantial and growing cost advantages
for the military to use off-the-shelf computer components, systems, and
software wherever possible. It implies a decreased ability for DoD to set
the directions of commercial development.

For all of the above reasons, we expect standard commercial micros
and supermicros to make up an increasing proportion of embedded computers.
Ada standardization will probably fly; the Military Computer Family (MCF)
standardization looks much less promising. It appears probable that
commercially available software development environments and off-the-shelf
software will increasingly give standard comercial products a competitive
edge over MCF standard ones.

Therefore, an immense gain in the effectiveness of embedded com-
puter systems would result from using DoD R&D dollars to accelerate super-
microcomputer development - technology, systems, and software. Chips will
be developed as rapidly as possible under the press of market incentives.
The stages that have historically been slow, and which we think could be
accelerated by DoD efforts are:

J-2
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'j) drr Lvelormet w- intograCtc prccessor-memory-I/O system
boar'-J, Ld packages fr(, Cis, and

(2) provision of suftware systems for the new machine systems.

D. FREE-STANDING APPLICATIONS

The microcomputer phenomenon has surprised most long-time computer
scientists. The industry is now shipping some 2 million personal computer
systems per year. They are revolutionizing business and education.

The hardware explosion has been matched a hundred-fold by a software
explosion for this vast market. Programs from thousands of sources are
now available for hundreds of applications. Market incentive generates
the candidates; market selection does the screening.

The microcomputer explosion is being followed, on a smaller scale, by
a professional workstation explosion.

All of the above effects are beginning to be seen in the military.
Field-level commanders are scrounging money for personal computers and
workstations. Ingenious and inventive people in each unit are harnessing
these to solve what they perceive to be their biggest-payoff problems.

How should Do respond to these powerful trends? We recommend that
DoD proliferate such systems radically and that it deregulate acquisition
and programming, avoiding the standardization shackles on invention.
This approach, we think, will best capitalize on the American genius for
invention, initiative, and accomplishment in chaos. In time, market forces
will work, evaluations of excellence will become known, and there will be
a shaking out.

This approach has been advocated for business by A.I. Orand of
General Motors in his paper "Personal Computers in Large Corporatior- A
Perspective for the CEO" at a November, 1983, National Research Counci,
Symposium:

It s rot at all clear that we should try to control
product proliferation at this stage of the game. The
diversity of products is a good indicator that the
potential uses and the best approaches for personal
computers are still evolving. In the long term, standards
will be important. There is potential for standard communi-
cation protocols, operating systems, graphics interfaces,
date base languages, and so on ....

J-3
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Unfortunately, even though we nay be able to identify

some of the likely f:turf; standards, today's products
do not support thFeiT. The answer is to take advantage
of the products that are currently available to address
current. opportunities.... Let the choice of products be
driven primarily by tthe personal needs of the individuals
who are to use them. Specific opportunities should be
the current basis of personal computer purchases, not
the anticipated future potential that the Management
Information Systems people are worried about.

In short, if the personal computer invasion has you
concerned:

o do not try to stop it;
o do not try to standardize the technology;
o do not limit the user's innovation and initiative,

instead, give your attention to the critical
success factors;

o manage your data resources to assure the right
people continue to have access to the right data, and

o educate the users so that they can recognize the
opportunities and properly manage the technology
along with the attendant risks.

We have heard the dissertations about the disparity of
investment in productivity between production workers
and knowledge workers. Personal computing is one of the
most promising opportunities to increase knowledge workerK1  productivity. You need to make sure your people have

every opportunity to exploit it.

We believe the same advice is today applicable to the military.

How can DoD invcst to maximize the impact on military effectiveness?
By supporting the accelerated development of super-microcomputer technology,
machines, and software development capabilities.

E. WHY IS THE HERETICAL ASS,.QTTON CREDIBLE?

1. Feasibility

The super-micro can unnuestionably be developed. There is
radically less assurance of realizing planned breakthroughs in artifical
intelligence machines and aF.orithms.

0



2. Ubiquity

The super-micro advances can be used in countless applications
all over the military spectrum. Each Al technique tends to have a rather
more limited applicability.

3. Schedule

The super-micro, if developed, can be integrated into weapons
and support areas by the early 1990's. No one expects widespread fielding
of Al breakthroughs by then.

114. Cost

The super-micro advance, if achieved, taps military applications
into the mainline of the market. That radically reduces cost. Moreover,
this attack maximizes the national commercial competitive advance vis-a-vis
other nations' economies.

5. Software

The super-micro thrust ties military computer progress to the
comet of the commercial software market. For Al applications, on the
other hand, commercial production of software has followed, and built-upon,
DoD-funded efforts, rather than leading them.
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APPENDIX K

THE FEASIBILITY OF PARALLEL PROCESSING

CAVEAT:

This appendix was prepared by Cdr. Ronald B. Ohlander, and Drs. Zary
Segall and C. Roy Taylor. It does not necessarily reflect the views of
the task force as a group, and contrasting views may be expressed, in some
instances, in other appendices.
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a A second major reason for exploiting parallel processing is that the
uniprocessor technology is rapidly approaching the hard boundary of
physical law. The velocity of light limits communication speed between
processing elements, and predictions indicate that technological advances
can achieve speed increases of at most one or two orders of magnitude
in the next decade. The strategy for uniprocessor comrputation has been
to make elements as small as possible and pack them as densely as
possible. Thus, performance has been enhanced by shortening the operation
cycle via increasingly expensive technology for the design, fabrication,
and operation of the equipment. The recently Introduced Cray-?, for
example, employs a liquid fluorocarbon to dissipate heat and irrmerses their
entire system within it. This approach leads to an almost exponential
relationship between cost and performance as the latter increases from a
few MOPS to tens of MOPS. This phenomenon is manifested in the slowing of
the rate of increase in the speeds of computation available and the
rates of decrease in cost per computation in the past decade. The potential
benefit from regaining or enhancing this rate of increase in performance/
cost is vast.

Thus, there is a critical need for a new computational model to
supplement device technology and provide the necessary computing resources
at reasonable cost.

To date, parallel processing offers the most promising approach for
C4 sustaining the necessary growth of computational power over the next

decade. Parallel processing could potentially achieve high performance
by using multiple processing units, each running at relatively conservative
speed. Hence, parallel processors offer the promise of increased perform-
ance for lower costs.

The third reason for supporting significant research efforts in
parallel processing, especially critical for our defense, concerns the
United States' leadership in high throughput processors. The United States
is the world leader in basic research in parallel computing but is starting
to lag in the development and application of research concepts. Several
of the U.S.A.'s most successful foreign competitors in high-technology

0 products have recognized the economic importance of high performance
computing and the potential of research and development to enhance the
applicability of high performance parallel computers and have established
mechanisms appropriate for their culture to accelerate technology develop-
ment. in this vital area.

*Time is a criti-al factor. A two- or three-year lead time in system
availability should be sufficient to give this nation a dominant position
in the applications of parallel very high performance computing. If the
United States can maintain its leadership in very high performance computing
over the next decade into the era of tru'y parallel computing, it can
probably enjoy a long period of leadership with the consequent benefits.
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u. G "', TECHNCAFR1P

Although the fUrce's t,-r -r,(,, hiq) -;) rf7inanoe, pardl le"
processing technology exist, art- tceobric.al o~stacles to overcome.
The proliferation of i~ral lei proc'essinq appi)'.ications a~maits development
of ef'ficient parzu!el support scf tvurc . At the lowcst level , the primary
obstacle in gerierat-ing softwLre ro Sts on an incideuate understanoing of
hov to structure prcl I E pr 3 e,,s. Wthoit kriowledge and experience in
organizing the- problems, we are "I'",poe to consttruct software thaL
can effectively support the development and execution of parallel problems.
In order to gain that eyrprience, there is a need for large-scale experi-
merits to evaluate and ass e.-s the merit of the mnany concepts for parallel
computing that currently exist in toe research marketplace. In turn,

suhexperiments require parallel a-~h-tectures that offer sufficient power
to simulate even morp powerful arChitectures. TIhus;, we must learn to
harness some moderate level of parallel resources and supporting software
env;ironmients in order to learn about and develop the more complex parallel
computing technology needed for achieving several orders of magnitude

*increase to pr_ ,er over existing high--speed machines.

A stectnd' obstacle concerns the development cycle of a complete
parzalW le ',st,%r (hardware, software, and applications), which tends to be
too, it'. In general , by the time a systemr becomes operational , it is
oboletc, i!n terms of performance. LTn addition, the expense of a lengthy

* developmoent cycle severely limits tnie space scanned for design/implemen-
tation so'iutions. DeSPite a Multitude of hardware/software approaches
to parjllel processing, vie can now explore only a few at a tim-e. A means
of accelerating the dpvelopment process is needed. An effective solution
must inolude tools for assessing design in terms of performance and
relilabil ity along with methods for rapidly completing parallel system
proto types.

i FEiASIBILITY

Despite the obiLa-:e- --. i~ed Qaoove, several forces are curreriLly

con'verging to make this the opportune -time for aggressively developing
llirallel processing. The 'e have been encouraging results in hardware

a,,S S CT j~ptai~i i The pp iatondomain that are amenable to

keldt~vely lr, proc~essors hive been successfully built and
r. rel~ablv mainthmned. vt -es f such aroritectures include:

C- rrrnc , wh ic-h qa, d ,a i t tipi E, iltr, i on, mul t ipl e data (MI MD)
(rch ino 5Uj Latb1 e f, - q, Tfre I cIai es o f probl ems,



Yet the Love ,ilareg~e M ,t- rWIV~nV Hr-2e ft W i rieaFcn COKWOt
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the cvitical iure rtis to ta..ist -. nu AVWOW"1 leo< Kc
effective laigis scale research anc Qm~uvvcrnt pryr a to appaa.
evaluate parallel processing which %ill lead to successful exploitation in
military arnd ccrrnercial markets.
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f(3 [! '5 Jtt* .. fl. ,. . t, .. h I f. ; rdi lel processing architec-
ture irco-,c-rI,- ,,, , 21F rcl-essors, utilizirn. a butterfly
switch, on'

(4 The Dcer:,r r H- . as IL processors and is suitable

Soe of trs:: .....- , ej beer. implemented using a collection
Of ,7.,i-e CO,.' 0:2ItiOla i I I a >'rCt' rig units, memory units,
2,. etc. The mult e mu; a;,or. prcmote, enhanced reliability along
with greater 7daptabiIIt,, f1r ir cre-iento expansion or shrinkage as user
requirements change.

*t~t,. e;:r:'r, r! ~_ u :j ] U.ite ;.,ws that:

" 1 '' q, ,- .1 e ;Qe.o -s can be successfully

a r' r' r ra m-,,3 1c

,, c,,n'-es - iond base for implementing hardware
',t' t,! ,a-c .I ,: crocs at relatively low cost.

i.ts h.s Promoted fault-tolerant,
*i' ',. ,,ce.ors (e.g., SIFT, FTMP, Stratus,

, I . :'S (

o, ,s- wl,; V,-, .I c, the ra,r-rnes, operating systems and higher
evt,', ,ru e re L. ,I extended to support programming.

u sU s. rw v * Jr'r, pItritive, providing only the barest
Im:r:- ' Sj 1, t Lric n -,ein v environment. A few systems, such
y .nd ,. .... , t-'ide o:til operating system functionality

P drind Vru P~ ir. - 1 -6 i.1
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with high ac(uracy and an uirestr'cted ,:.csbDlarles It ?Ce s ,
100 to 1000 million instructions per second.

1,inge ano- speech understanding are sufficiently signiticant appli-
cations that specialized processors may be warranted to dccoriplisn the

considerable computation, sensing, and control of real tire activities
requi red. The same may be true for data Lass groc:es sors work nU it.
conjunction with symbolic processors.

Another area that seem, to be amenable to parallel procelsinQ is

numeri(al computation. Repetition in numeric progranis is |urmallv associaten
with nested loops. The computations have a low complexity, ,;hich -iieans
that computation tire gqo~.s as a small polynomia! in the slit of the inp).t
data. This suggests that the problems are large because t!e(,e art- ,

input dat aind, therefore, thest p,'obleirs require a hiqt, bc!Qoi, ,
architecture.

Numecical codes appear to be relatively, eas, to - The
computational bottleneck is usually readily idertifiable. er;c -n thk case

of mesh calcuiations, the bottleneck is an inner lcop that oLtrotc, u!i

data in a predictable fashion. These characteristics hae ied tc the
earl), imlementation of pipeline and array processors because the.e
architectures were believed to be capable of exploiting the behavicr of
large-scale, viesh-oriented calculations. But progranm analysis and stunies
of actual implementations suggest that large-scale numerical computations

have a sufficiently large percentage of data dependencies to reduce tti.
effectiveness of single instruction, multiplP data path (SIMD) archi-
tectures to the point where they become unattractive. New approaches
might generalize the SIMD architecture to enhance its capability to
support data-dependent numerical computations including nonmesh calcu-
lations. Or the approaches might abandon the SIMD approach to look toward

multiple instruction, multiple data path (MIMD) architectures for dealing
with large-scale numerical algorithms. The latter approach may well be

feasible because the numerical program appears to be partitionable ant'

amenable to implementation on MIMD architectures.

In considering the fitness of symbolic orocessing for pariile1 comu-
tation, two domiins, the corr.binatorial search and ,_et systems, app,-. .

be repitsentdtive. ihese two classr.s of system-s have many chatactertl*:-

in common, but there are also major differences. Coniinaturial sea Ch! ,-

ex flore a decision treu sometimes requiring exhaustive c(ds-by-,dse
exarir tid ui. 1h-, a ljor that oa .e up U.i:- class ene a1  v Y (al ,Ii
rely un ti i .,r st h,-,,t ttu to ICduce totOI c UPUta t O l I ( kiple: L-

very slu.vly qrowing ftunctiolns of problem si Ze e. 1 th 0ju.L heJ Yst c C

have appareztlv b:her htlpful. O the other haj x, , t SteCb'h c,, d

do s,, e,* , ; i - reihl' , Ott i , ,:"gc ,,,',r ,t r,* ri I, .

soet L r ,, r ri ,,pi, ;a .i . ' t'a) ,

the r 0 ,ro' 5r, , & t- . - : 1 ....
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Both types of problems are highly data dependent. Undoubtedly, a
small portion of code might constitute the inner loop of the computation
in either case. but data accessed by that code changes frequently in tin
and is rather data dependent. There is evidence that there may be archi-
tectures, much like cache memories, that predict future behavior as a
function of past behavior and take advantage of such predictions to enhance
performance.

Searching systems and expert systems are likely to have a lower ratio
of 1/0 activity in symbolic computation. Memory management may have a
considerable impact on 1/O structure but its characteristics for symbolic
programs is still not well understood. Unlike numeric programs, the
bottlenecks in symbolic programs are not easily identified.

However-, there appear, to be many opportunities for partitioning
symbolic programs into smaller modules that could be executed in parallel.
Architectures utilizing tree structures are being investigated for parallel
matching and firing of production rules that are typically used in expert

0 systems. Similarly, machines that use very large numbers of very small
processors to form semantic memories for, parallel retrieval of knowledge
are being investigated.

F. METHODOLOGY

* As noted earlier, the general technical requirenents for the develop-
ment of a future generation of parallel supercomputers from the burgeoning
base of basic research are two-fold. The first vital requirement is to
shorten the time frame in which research concepts are turned into technology
and thus ultimately become available as the basis for application and
product development. There are many ideas of potentially great significance
for parallel high performance architecture already in the research literature.
They are, for the most part, incompletely developed and evaluated. The
second problem is that the knowledge base for exploitation of parallel
computing is insufficient. Software and application design will surely
be the rate determining factors for the practical application of new
parallel architectures. The most important need for stimulation of basic
research is in parallel formulation of applications and the software base
necessary for implementing the applications.

In order to speed up forinulation and evaluation of parallel processing
concepts, a me-ans by which ideas can be examined in preliminary form before

*they are committed to implementation is needed. Therefore, a key require-
ment for progress ira parallel processing architectures is the establishment
and availability of simulation facilities. Such facilities will be used
for the testing of architectures, algorithms, and software systems.
Testing provides a means of rapidly exploring innovative designs, whereas
evaluation is necessary for ascertaining progress. Simulation will

* accelerate conversions toward viable architectures, systems, and
languages.
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There must also be access by researchers to an infrastructure of
engineering technologyi in order for them to effectively implement ideas
for machines. The set of tools which will be required include VLSI and
PC board design systems. These must be followed by matched and integrated
fabrication and testing technology at all of chip, PC board and system
levels.

Simulation facilities will not only foster ue\'eiopment of har-dware,
they will allow early parallel development of languages, software support
environments, and applications. The software can then be transported to
cictual hardware implementations. The software development will be difficult
and will require experimentation on a substantial scale.

CONCLUSION

Now is the time to exploit the possibilities of parallel processing.
We have seen that there is a need for some new breakthrough in computer
hardware technology, in that today's most powerful commuercial machines

* are nearing their theoretical limits on both absolute and relative growth
in performance. Today's machines are basically uniprocessors in most
important aspects, and it is widely accepted in the computer science and
industrial commnunities that the next major advances will come not from
pushing harder on uniprocessor and semiconductor technologies but from
exploiting experience and research in parallel processing machines.

U.S. industry is generally unwilling to invest in long term develop-
ments because of the risk and expense involved. Furthermore, many tough
research problems must be solved before parallel machines will be com-
mercially viable. In the meantime, some foreign governments and industries
have begun ambitious, long-range research efforts in parallel machines and
threaten the U.S. lead in high performance computing. ihis country's
defense posture is vitally dependent upon computer technology, and we can
ill afford to lag behind or to be dependent upon other countries for high
throughput machines.

Parallel processing holds the promise of much improved cost/performance
ratios, and there are a significant number of applications available for
immurediate exploitation.
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LETTERS, MR. EVERETT AND PROFESSOR BROOKS

CAVEAT:

The letters in this appendix were prepared by Mr. Robert R. Everett
and Professor Frederick P. Brooks, Jr. They do not necessarily reflect
the views of the task force as a group, and contrasting views may be
expressed, in some instances, in other appendices.
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F,, j . Ex. 5 March 1984
Pr .,,dent AI0-2114
6i7 "z_29

Dr. Joshua jedte:erq, Ch!air-an
DSB Task Force on Military Supcrcomputer

Applications
The Rockefeller University
1230 York Avenue
Box 115
New York, NY 10021

Dear Josh;

I have reer, thinikirng about the question of Al, Supercomputers,
and military applications and. although I am far from satisfied that
I understand the situatiot;, I have some thoughts.

Fir-t, let me declare my belief in and enthusiastic support for
contin'ucd : -cvement in infori.ation processing, hardware and
software. including VLSI, VFSIC, etc.

I oSecond, let me declare my belief in the future of expert
systems, loical inference processors, natural language under-
standing, etc.

Third, let me ag]ree that autonomous machinery of various kinds,
including autonomous vehiles and various human-like planning and
assisting machines will at some time become very important in
military operations.

After that I tend to fall off the bandwagon. I am unconvinced
that Al is the arswet to all problems and I am unconvinced that
increasing computing capacity by a factor of 1000 will be
particularly helpful at this time. What we need is a much better
understanding of the problcms we are trying to solve and of the ways
to otqanize and solve ti.h..m. I would not be surprised if some of
these problers turni out tc require enormous computing capacities but
I wwild be Furp, ied -f -;iat progress is not possible with the
computing capacitie that we now have or can reasonably expect in
the near fut're. A, ,- , c!'"pl.etely t'ith Fred Brooks on this
Latt er.

Enclozed are , re-,ets ri comments. The first describes a
:cr.ta] i(odle of mrlitar-; (and other) systems with some personal

co;lents or the various roues of different kinds of computing aids.
The -coro : n ., ,r: - h r ra matter of requirements for

C ..... ie "~; ' -.e: a F,'rsonal view of some
e,..l : : c1' neC, ctc:I.tr, C,,WolCy in the field.
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Figure 1 shows a suggested diagram for a military C3 system.
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The heart of the system is a model of the universe of interest.
For most operational military systems, this model consists mainly of
the status, characteristics, location and movements of friendly ance
enemy forces plus relevant geography, weather, own plans, etc. it
contains the information of interest and as little information of no
interest as is reasonable. It is this model that the other system
elements use and modify. The decision-maker does not deal directly
with the sensor inputs; he deals with the model. I suggest tthat is
how human beings work. We deal not with the outside world or even
with sensory inputs from the outside world but with our model of
that world. Insofar as that model is accurate, we do well. if it
is not accurate, we get into trouble. The overall model is really
quite stable since it should change only at the rate the outside
world changes. Details may, however, change rapidly, especially
when flaws in the model come up against sensory inputs from the real
world. It is not necessary to recreate the model each time a
sensory message is received. Most of the flood of messages coming
into a human being or a military command center is irrelevant, or
redundant, and much of it is wrong.

In the diagram a number of sensors of various types collect
infoLmation which is first processed by signal processors at each
sensor. These are probably largely special purpose devices which
may very well perform the equivalent of a large number of MOPS. The
processed data is then transmitted to the model builder where it
probably undergoes further processing before being made available to
the model builder itself. I tend to think of these data processors
as much more general purpose in nature. One of their purposes is to
provide simulated input data for use in development, test, and
training in the absence of real data. Note that all processing up
to this point is parallel in nature.

The model builder then uses the incoming data to update or
modify the model. It is probably not fundamental whether this
process is carried out in the customary fashion or by a rule based
system. My guess is that the customary fashion will prove more
efficient for well-establ ished model structures but time will tell.
It may turn out that a high degree of parallelism is possible.
Instead of treating the objects in the model as items in a data
base, they might be implemented as separate microprocessors each of
which has access to an input data stream, a circulating data stream
containing model information, and an intercommunications bus. The
model builder may need to instruct one or more sensors to collect
specific information.

For the human decision makers to have access to the model, an
extensive man-machine interface subsystem is required, probably
engaged largely in display generation and switch interpretation
although voice communications may turn out to be very useful. Such
voice communication need not, however, be completely natural and
continuous but can be highly stylized as is most operational
military person-to-person communication today.
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Most of the applications exposed to the Panel or with which I
amn otherwise familiar fall into this category. Everyone uses all
the capacity he has independent of the problem or the machine
available and then wants more to do additional things. if he is
tracking one aircraft and wants to track 100 he wants 100O times the
capacity.

What does all this mean? I am not sure, but my instincts are
that it is easy to justify more processing capacity if you want to-
just increase problem complexity in a few dimensions. If you want
to make progress on a task, however, it is better to beginr with what
you have and see if you can make the problem fit. If someone has
done a good job but comes up short on track capacity or operator
stations, or long on frame time or response time, one can have
confidence in providing more capacity. if he says he cannot do any
useful job at all with existing equipment, I lose confidence.

I am also pessimistic about large-scale general1-purpose, highnly
parallel, rule-based machines as a solution to all problems. I
believe that the real problems will require tailored solutions that

0 fit the problems including special purpose signal and data
processors. Rule-based machines probably have a role, they may even
be at the top of the hierarchy, but they will not be doing most of
the work.

I do not wish to imply that additional computer capacity is nQt
important to military C3 applications. it is and it will be, but
computer capacity will always be in short supply and it should be
used efficiently and not to make up for poor system design or
inefficient implementation.

I kq One further thought. There have been a number of disasters in
what we used to call "models of the world.* These were attempts to
build a simulation or design or test environment that tried to be
all things to all people. They failed not because they used too
much storage or too many MIPS but because they became too complex to
build, verify, update, and use. Models should be restricted to

0 those elements that are known to be important and verified when
possible against real tests in the real world. Such models are
difficult enough to build and use. The process of understanding
what is important is a valuable, perhaps necessary, part of the
whole design.

0 Military Applications of New Generation
Computer Technologqy

There are many possible applications of new computer
technology, most of which are viewed as ways of providing new
capabilities or of improving existing ones. I sugg~est a better way

0 of looking at the need and the opportunity is as a way of rcmovinq
staff and support personnel from operational areas.



People are expensive and difficult to transport, care for, and
protect in operating areas whether on ships, in aircraft, or on thc
ground in remote or battle areas, to say nothing of the danger they
incur. Many of these people are in maintenance and logistics
activities. Many are in staffs that perform various information
handling tasks, information gathering, correlation, dissemination,
planning, order preparation, reporting, etc. Others act as
assistants to commanders at all levels from senior to commanders of
individual vehicles. Many of these people perform tasks that while
necessary are straightforward and require little innovation.

Replacing such people with computer aids of a modest level of
expertise or intelligence would have enormous payoff in reducing the
costs and increasing the mobility and striking power of military
forces.

Replacing would in some cases take the form of actual
replacement of staff assistants and in other cases simply reducing
their number by increasing the productivity of those that r ema in.

* Most of the computer-aided command systems to date have been
aids to the staff, not the commander. The staff remains, plus the
staff that goes with the computers. The result is to increase the
size and to reduce the flexibility of the whole. This may or may
not be all right in peacetime, but in wartime the goal should be to
reduce the staff, not help the staff.

Starting at the bottom in this way would have two payoffs.
There are much larger numbers of lower level people and the degree
of AI requized to replace them is less.

Looked at this way, the three DARPA appplications become:
4"

Pilot's Associate - a way of making a one-man aircraft do the
work of a two-man aircraft with concurrent savings in weight, cost,
crew training, and support, etc. It may be better, however, to
think of the Pilot's Associate not as a second man but as part of a
more autonomous aircraft which would behave more like a horse than a

*machine. A horse, given adequate training and simpl'!- instruction,
takes care of the details of its operation it-L In some

instances, in Polo, for example, the horse i_-.. .Aually an active
partner. Natural language communication is held to a minimum.

Autonomous Vehicle - one step further, by omitting the vehicle
commander. There seems little doubt that completely autonomous
vehicles would be very useful in dangerous situations - the problem
is to make the vehicle smart enough to perform a useful function
while still having a reasonable probability of survival. At the
moment, useful autonomous air vehicles exist and could be exploited
much more than they are. Increasing the intelligence of autonomous
air vehicles would be promising.
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Fe!ctE1iy piloted vehicles (FPV's) also exist and are
poter;tially vetY useful. One of their problems is the need for

reliablc,, anti-jam, wide bandwidth communications back to the

centrol pcnt. Increasing the intelligence in the vehicle would
reduct the cc, ications butden and increase the flexibility n(3
perfcrunce o0 fJV's. Semi-aUtonomouLs vehicles look like promising
applications for Al.

Ground and water vehicles are now full of people. Reducing
crew size would be very useful even if the vehicle were not

autonoc'2. Tanks now carry four people and great savings would

result frcmr .educing this to three which appears to be difficult
enough. How about a two-man tank or a ten-man submarine? If we
can't build a successful two-man tank, how can we build one that is
completely autonomous?

5o , r - a labor intensive activity in which most of
the people are involved in information processing of one sort or
anothcr in fairly standard patterns which could be replaced by
machine; while relatively few are involved in higher level decision
making wiich would be difficult or impossible to replace.

To improve battle management, let us begin by replacing the
least expert and most numerous people first. I am troubled by the
goal of replacing the most expert people, especially by trying not
only to replace them but to improve on their performance. Human
activities tend to be very complex, in most cases unnecessarily so.

Emphasis should be placed on understanding and simplifying the
activity so that it can either be done successfully by machine or in
many cases, done easier and faster manually. Most military
activities profit from being done quickly, flexibly, and
responsively instead of optimally. The ability of high quality
military organizations to improvise in the face of unforeseen events
is both necessary and impressive. Long-winded, inflexible,
peacetime procedures tend to work poorly or not at all during war.
We must retain flexibility in our AI systems. One way to do so is
to leave in enough people to innovate whilE automating the
well-understood parts of the activity. The suggestion that AI
systems may somehow solve problems that we do not ourselves
understand may come true in the far future but at the moment is both
unreasonable and dangerous. People are useful; so are machines.
Let us understand and provide for their separate roles.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Everett

0 RRE:bfw

* &.A!<: F W:1B. Ohlarnder
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT

CHAPEL HILL

Department of Computer S~cerce Tb Uleerslty of North Carolina at Chapel HlU
New West Bal 03 A
Chapel . N.C. 27514

May 22, 1984

Dr. Joshua Lederberg, Chairman
DSB Task Force on Military Supercomputer

Applications
The Rockefeller University
1230 York Avenue
Box 115
New York, NY 10021

Deax Josh:

I should lke to associate myself vigorously with the general views expressed by Bob
Everett in his letter of 5 March 1984. I am not expert enough to argue the military-
specific case as persuasively as he does.

The particular views expressed on pages 1 and 2 of his letter and in the final para-
graph command my complete assent and support. I enthusiastically share his faith
in the future and his support for continued developpent of information processing
technologies; I also fall off the bandwagon where he does.

Certain sentences stand out as particularly trenchant:

I am unconvinced that AI is the answer to all problems and I am unconvinced that
increasing computing capacity by a factor of 1000 will be particularly helpful at this
time. What we need is a much better understanding of the problems we are trying
to solve and of the ways to organize and solve them.'

6I am troubled by the goal of replacing the most expert people, especially by trying
not only to replace them but to improve on their performance.'

'The suggestion that Al systems may somehow solve problems that we do not our-
selves understand may come true in the far future but at the moment is both unrea-
sonable and dangerous.'

The DARPA Strategic Computing Program as now set forth overemphasizes the
glarmorous and speculative at the expense of the doable. The Strategic Computing
Report is so optimistic as to the present state of the Al and parallel computing arts
as to be readily misunderstood. Our Task Force's 12-month study showed reality to
fall well short of what I would have gathered from reading the Strategic Computing
report.
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To: Dr. Joshua Lederberg, Chairman May 22, 1984 p 2

There is a real danger that the proposed heavy funding of Al research wil seriously
distort the activities of our nation's Limited supply of computer scientists and engi-
neers, to the net detriment both of military readiness and of national ccmrmercial
competitiveness. I personally believe that to have happened in the past. I am con-
cerned not only or chiefly with the waste of money, but with wasting a generation
of our brightest young scientists, as they beat fruitlessly on unripe real problems or
over-abstracted toy ones, instead of addressing the real and doable. Facing the com-
plexities of 'mundane' real problems yields its own intellectual riches, as Ted Codd
found in amundanel databases, in the Sixties.

Work on the infrastructure for Al has produced major breakthroughs such as time-
sharing, networking, workstations, and LISP. These by-products justify all the Al
expenditures. On Al itself, twenty years of work however by our discipline's best
minds has produced disappointingly meagre results. For example, we found only
two, or perhaps three, expert systems to be in real operational use.. The gap be-
tween ballyhoo and practice is very wide, and the layman could easily misjudge the
real status.

The DSB Task Force report is a balanced and careful statement, ani I V.dorse it. I
feel compelled, however, to be personally more explicit than an'y tsk icrce can be on
certain of the proposed military applications:

1. I wholeheartedly endorse the concept of using specific applications to drive and
focus technology development.

2. I believe an expert-system based Pilot's Associate is a sound idea and that a
useful system can be developed and deployed. I strongly recommend a plan of

* incremental development in which a modest-function system is deployed in real
planes in operational status as soon as possible, with future effort being guided
by feedback from real use.

3. The land-based autonomous vehicle appears to be of most doubtful cost-benefit
utility, if it could be built. Today's machine vision technology is so far short of
that required for the operational task that one cannot project a credible devel-
opment path for getting from here to there. Fruitful research problems must
be not only challenging but also ripe in terms of prerequisite science and tools.
This one is not.

4. Battle management, e.g., the carrier task force Outer Air Battle, w set forth
in the Strategic Computing Report, is a poor candidate apphcation. As Bob
-Everett convincingly argues, one waits to automate from the bottom up, not,
as proposed, from the top down. The mind of the commande: should be the
last target for replacement.

Moreover, the state of the art in machine-intelligence planning ar.A syrthesis, as op-
posed to diagnosis and analysis, is very primitive. The state of tl,( -:-' in real tim1e

* information fusion is even worse. It is inconceivable to me that thc' a-ts carn be
so developed on the planned schedule that any sane perssn wc u!d ;-: a nr.ahine-
generated battle plan.

The battle simulation function set forth in the DSB Ta.sV F,:ce RI{; -t iq, ,)n tbp
other hand, a sensible and promising application.
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To: Dr. Joshua Lederberg, Chairman May 22, 1984 p 3

To summarize, I am enthusiastic about the DARPA SC plans to develop infrastruc-
ture, VLSI, VHSIC, GaAs, etc. I believe applications should be used to drive pro-
grammng, algorithm, and machine architecture technology, but that the application
approach should be bottom-up and incremental, with modest systems field-deployed
early, and evolution from them guided by user experience.

Cordially,

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr.
Kenan Professor and Chairman

FPB,Jr/rcb

I
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APPENDIX M

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS OF EXPERT SYSTEMS

Building and Construction

Design, planning, scheduling, control

Equi pment

Pesign, monitoring, control, diagnosis, maintenance repair, instruc-
tion.

Professions

(Medicine, law, accounting, management, real estate, financial,

engi neeri ng)

Consulting, analysis, diagnosis, instruction

Education
Instruction, testing, diagnosis, concept formation and new knowledge
development from experience

In Imagery

Photo interpretation, mapping, geographic computations and problem
solving.

* Software

Instruction, specification, design, production, verification,
mai ntenance

*Home Entertainment and Advice-Giving

Intelligent games, investment and finances, purchasing, shopping,
intelligent information retrieval.
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Intelligent Agents

To assist in the use of computer-based systems

Office Automation
Intelligent

Process Control

Factory and plant automation, robotics, computer vision

Exploration

Space, prospecting, etc.
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APPENDIX N

ON-GOING DoD RESEARCH IN NEW-GENERATION COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES

The following information was derived from several sources, including
a multi-service summary listing compiled by Dr. Jude Franklin of the NRL
Center for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence. This appendix was
reviewed by the Army, Air Force, and Navy material commands. These

program elements are supplementary to DARPA programs.
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SUMMARY OF Al SURVEY

IOF PROJECTS FY83 ($K)

MILITARY AI SCIENCE 96 11,805

MILITARY Al TECHNOLOGY 53 6,875

NO PROGRAMS LISTED IN:

0 LEARNING

o AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS AND
NAVIGATION

o ELECTRONIC WARFARE

APPLICATION OF Al FUNDING LAGS RESEARCH

CLEAR NEED FOR SPECIALIZED Al COMPUTATIONAL EQUIPMENT
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MILITARY Al SCIENCE

CATEGORIES IOF PROGRAM S FY83 ($K) RDT&E STATUS

EXPERT SYSTEMS 7 400 6.1 -6.4

INFORMATION PRESENTATION 6 310 6.1

DISTRIBUTED PROBLEM
SOLVING 5 120 6.1

PROBLEM SOLVING 3 500 6.1

ROBOTICS 10 2,200+ 6.2 -6.3

VOICE RECOGNITION 1 54 6.1

DECISION AIDS 20 3,104+ 6.1 -6.3

REASONING 3 195 6.1

NATURAL LANGUAGE 8 462 6.1

IMAGE UNDERSTANDING 8 1,550 6.1 -6.2

PROGRAMMING AIDS 3 92 6.1

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 2 1,000-----

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 6 1,650 6.1

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 11 168 6.1
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MILITARY Al TECHNOLOGY

CATEGORIES f OF PROGRAMS FY83 ($K) RDT&E STATUS

LOGISTIC SUPPORT 1 120 6.2

INFORMATION FUSION 4 920 6.2

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION 8 1,175 6.2 - 6.3

VERY RELIABLE ELECTRONICS 1 75 6.2

MAINTENANCE, DIAGNOSTIC

AND REPAIR 4 370 6.1 - 6.2

VOICE CONTROL 1 120 6.2

C3 I 8 1,273 6.1 - 6.2

TARGET CLASSIFICATION
AND RECOGNITION 16 1,444 6.1 - 6.2

TRAINING & SIMULATION 9 1,320 6.2 - 6.3

INTELLIGENCE 1 50 6.3
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A. AIR FORCE PROGRAMS

The Air Force is exploring applications of new-generation computing

technology ranging from military decision making to intelligent process
control. These applications are supported by technology base programs
which extend the known techniques in order to solve military problems.

1. Rome Air Development Center (RADC)

Point of Contact: Northrup Fowler

a. Expert system technology is being investigated in programs
such as Inferential Techniques for Knowledge Management, Artificial
Intelligence Processing Techniques, and Automated Multisource Knowledge
Acquisition in P.E. 61102F/2304. In-house efforts include Expert System
Architecture Studies, Experimental Expert Interpretation System, dnd Logic
Programming Truth Maintenance.

b. RADC sponsored the work by the late Carl Engleman on KNOBS,
the prototype mission planning expert system (P.E. 62702F/5581). KNOBS,
capabilities are being expanded (P.E. 63789F/23210501), and there are
programs to develop other decision aids for target aggregation and battle
management (P.E. 62702F/5581), and distributed decision making (P.E.

LDFDP-07CI). Fifth Generation Active Computer System (PE.s 61101F/LDFP
and 62702F/5581) will develop supporting hardware architectures for C31

applications.

c. A Knowledge-Based Software Assistant Strategy (P.E.

61102F/2304 and 62792F/5581) defined new software life cycle paradigm based
on machine intelligence, software management, and automatic programming.

d. Image understanding applied to mapping, charting, and

geodesy is the focus of several small efforts (P.E. 61102F/2305,
63701B/3205, and 64701B/4305).

2. Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory

Points of Contact: William C. Kessler, J. Chin, H. Klopf.

a. Intelligent Task Automation (P.E. 7.8/Manufacturing
Sciences (3600)) is a major effort to develop and demonstrate generic
technologies applicable to batch manufacturing in unstructured
environments.

b. Information Processing Research (P.E. 61101E/3597) supports

Carnegie-Mellon research in multiprocessor systems, software technology,
archival memories, computer networks, and VLSI.
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c. Smaller efforts are being conducted

- in-house, in Adaptive Network Theory (P.E. 61102F/

2312), and
- with ERIM, on Adaptive Control Systems for SAR

autofocus and steerable antennas (P.E. 61102F/2312).

3. Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)

Points of Contact: Captain William R. Price, Thomas E. Walsh.

a. Systems Automation through Artificial Intelligence (P.E.
61102F/2304Kl) covers generic Al research that will lead to systems with
sensory, reasoning, and locomotion capabilities,.

b. Computer Science (P.E. 61102F/2304A2) focuses on natural
language and text understanding.

c. Manufacturing Science (P.E. 61102F/2305KI) supports
computer vision and robot reasoning research at Stanford, SRI, and
University of Michigan.

d. Laser Anthropomorphic Measurement System (P.E. 61102F/
77552301) addresses volumetric and reach-envelope dynamics on astronauts
and space-related objects in space shuttle and ground environments.

B. US ARMY PROGRAMS

The Army has interest in a wide range of artificial intelligence and
robotics technologies. The primary focus of attention has been on robotic
vehicles in the AI (Robotics Demonstrator Program) and intelligence fusion
in the All Source Analysis System (ASAS) of the Joint Tactical Fusion
Program. Army programs in new generation computing technologies are
summarized below.

1. Joint Tactical Fusion Program Management Office

a. (P.E. 64321A D926) The Army is the lead service for this
joint Army-Air Force program developing an all-source intelligence
correlation and sensor management system. Al will play a crucial role and
research is being conducted in expert systems, reasoning under
uncertainty, knowledge representation, and distributed control structures.

b. Advanced simulation techniques are also being developed in
support of the ASAS. Artificial intelligence techniques will be
incorporated into the MARK III TACSIM to produce an intelligent battle
simulation capability (P.E. 64321A D396).
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b. Integration of Al and robotics for intelligent turret
control (P.E. 62617 AH19).

C. Robotic decontamination of major equipment (P.E. 62622
A552).

d. Army Control Environment (ACE) using Al techniques in

developing surrogate players for Command Post Exercises.

7. Belvoir Research and Development Center (BRADC)

a. Al will be used to support inventory, prioritization,
supply distribution, and decision making in support of the BRASS 2000
Demonstrator (P.E. 627333 AH20).

b. Development of a route planner, navigator, and pilot for
autonomous tracked vehicle navigation.

c. Exploiting imagery interpretation techniques for
identification of minefields from sensor imagery from RPV's.

d. Development of a Robotic Heavy Lift Manipulator as an
example of Robotic construction equipment.

d e. Examination of a Robotic Countermine System and decision

support systems for countermine modelling information.

8. Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL)

a. Information processing for multiple sensor data, optimized
data flow, and decision making.

b. New hardware and software concepts for rational, creative
machines.

c. Automatic extraction of information from electronic signals
in support of ISTAC including real-time sensor fusion (P.E. 61102 AH44).

9. Electronic Warfare Laboratory (EWL)

Primary Al emphasis is on automatic sorting, identification, and
classification of communications signals using GUARDRAIL as a research
vehicle (P.E. 62715 A042).

10. Missile Command (MICOM)

a. Robotic manufacturing cells for fabricating missile parts
(P.E. 62303 A214).
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b. Investigation of image understandin algorithms fcr use
4with IR sensors for autonomous target acquisition (P.E. 61102 AH49).

c. Photonic computers to support ultra-high speec processing

for brilliant munitions (P.E. 61102 AH49).

11. Signal Warfare Laboratory (SWL)

Expert system providing signal analysis expertise to analysts in
the field. Methods of knowledge-representation for multi-senso,
integration (P.E. 61102 AH40).

12. Army Medical R&D Command

Developmert of a personal monitor to sense and transmit vital
signs of soldiers on the battlefield to medics in field hospitals (P.[.
62772 A874).

13. Army Research Institute (ARI!

The ARI is participating in the Al/Robotics Demonstrator program
in developing a maintenance tutor, an expert system for teaching
maintenance, and trouble-shooting the I-HAWK missile system (P.E. 62722
A791).

I 14. Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM)

a. AVSCOM is coordinating the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology
Integration Program (ARTI) which will exploit new-generation technology in
the design of an advanced light helicopter family (P.E. 63220A D325). The
major component is the Airborne VHSIC application processor which will
form the core of the mission equipment package and advanced avionics for
single crew-member operations.

b. Other work includes the Speech Command Auditory Display
System (SCADS) and Voice Interactive System Technology Avionics (VISTA) as
applications of speech recognition.

15. Night Vision Electro-Optics Laboratory (NVEOL)

a. Intelligence Surveillance and Target Acquisition Correlator
(ISTAC) for real-time fusion and C2 (Advanced Concepts Team Progran).

b. Bandwidth Reduction Intelligent Target Tracking BRITT)
aims for a 1000:1 reduction using A].

c. A mini-VHSIC program incorporating generic electro-optical
processing architectures which could support Al software (P.E. 62709
DH95).
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16. Army Research Office (ARO)

Robotics research programs of the ARO include (P.E. 61101 BH57):

a) Configuration synthesis and approximate motion programming
of robot manipulators.

b) Theories of kinematic and dynamic analysis of high-speed,
intermittent motion mechanisms.

c) Dynamics of an ensemble of flexible links.

d) Center of excellence for Al and Robotics.

C. US NAVY PROGRAMS

The Navy has been investigating a wide range of Al technologies and
applications. Approximately 100 such efforts have been identified and are
summarized below. S

1. Office of Naval Research (ONR)

Point of Contact: Dr. Paul Schneck, Code 433

The ONR has been responsible for about one-fourth of the Navy's S

AI-related programs. ONR 6.1 activities have involved research in basic
technologies and have been conducted by colleges and universities. ONR
6.2 activities have involved Navy Labs, focusing on the Al Center at NRL.
The NRL efforts are described elsewhere in this document. Major areas of
6.1 investigation have included the following.

a. Distributed systems/parallel processing architectures have
been investigated in efforts such as Parallel Computing Theory (P.E.
61153N) and Research in Distributed Al Techniques and Systems.

b. The reasoning process has been studied and implemented in
Al systems in programs such as Knowledge-Based Problem Solving (P.E.
61153N) and Automatic Induction of Judgement Rules.

c. Natural Language Understanding by Computers (P.E. 61153N),
Semantic Modeling (P.E. 61153N), and other efforts have contributed to
advances in natural language understanding by machines.

d. Mechanisms for acquisition of knowledge by Al systems have
been studied and developed in Automated Knowledge Acquisition and
Representation, Integrating Multiple Knowledge Representations and
Learning Capabilities in an Expert System (P.E. 61153N), and other
projects.
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c. Other 6.1 ei orts sponsored by ONR include:

Personaiized Graphics Systems for Automated
Maintenance,
Robotics Technology for Military Applications,
AutoInatized Computer Understanding and Solving of Word
(Textual) Problems,

- Intelligent Software Engineering Tool for Computer
Program Development and Maintenance (P.E. 61153N),
Automated Planning Methods, and
Connection machine Models of Learning and Memory.

2. Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC)

Point of Contact: D. L. Love

a. The primary areas of investigation at NSWC have been
decision aids and expert systems for battle management and track
recognition. Programs in these areas have included increased Tracking

0 Accuracy for Fire Control and Other Applications, Adaptive Doctrine
Management, Heuristic Systems for Target Detection from Track and
Surveillance Data, and Application of Al to Combat Direction Systems.

b. NSWC was responsible for Development of Methods for Natural
Language Communication with Computers (P.E. 61152N). The program has

El addressed both written and spoken language.

c. The Electro-Optics Branch of NSWC has been responsible for
an effort to investigate Computer Vision. A general approach for
processing video signals in real time was examined.

d. Another NSWC effort has been the development of an expert

system for missile maintenance.

3. Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC)

Points of Contact: Dennis McCall, Robert Bechtel, Robin
Dil lard.

a. A large portion of NOSC programs have investigated
infonnation fusion and decision aids for battle management. These efforts
have included C3 System Theory (P.[. 61153N), Al Applications to Naval
Fleet Defense in an LW Environment, and Tactical Situation Assessment
(P.E. 62721N).

b. NOSC's investigations into natural language understanding
have inr.luded the Naval Oriented Message Analyzer and Disambiguator
(NOMAf) (P.L. 61,3!,', rd V. abulurity Lxtensibility (VOX/NOMAD) (P.E.

* 62711[).
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c. NOSC has also conducted an Autonomous Vehicle Program,
started development of a Protocol Learning System (P.E. 62721N) for

acquisition of expertise from domain experts, and investigated Confidence
Mechanisms for Expert Systems (P.E. 61152N).

4. Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC)

Points of Contact: P. H. Hawkes, E. A. DeGregorio, V. P.
Bailey, and A. H. Silva.

a. NUSC has sponsored several programs to develop decision
aids for battle management. Some of these are Information Management for
Surface Ship Sonar Suites (P.E. 61152N), and Decision Support for
Submarine Combat Systems Management.

b. The Automated Passive Sonar (P.E. 62711) and Application of
Al to Signal Processing for Performing IR Detection/Classification are two
of NUSC's efforts related to advanced signal processing and target
recognition.

c. NUSC has also investigated speech and natural language
through such programs as Man-Machine Audio Communications in ASW Combat
Control (P.E. 61152N), and Cybernetics in Underwater Combat Control (P.E.
62633N).

d. NUSC has also developed Interactive Videodisc Technology in
ASW Combat Control (P.E. 62766N).

5. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)/Navy Center for Applied Research
in Artificial Intelligence (NCARAI)

Point of Contact: J. E. Franklin.

a. NCARAI has applied and developed Al technology for many
applications. These efforts have included Expert Sytems, Natural
Language, and Distributed Problem Solving (P.E. 62721N).

b. Other 6.2 tasks sponsored by NRL include:

- Naval Warfare Planning/Adaptive Contro,
- Decision Aid Technology,
- Decision Aids for Marine Corps Weapon Allocation, and
- Expert Systems for Maintenance and Troubleshooting.

c. NCARAI has budgeted over $4M (1982-1987) for purchase of
capital equipment such as VAX computers and LISP personal computers.
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6. Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC)

Points of Contact: R. Ahlers, G. Ricard, D. Norman.

a. NTEC's primary emphasis has been on the application of
expert systems to training. These efforts have included Intelligence
Training Devices (P.E. 62757), Adaptive Part-Task Training (P.E. 63733),
and Individual Adaptive Training Systems (P.E. 63733).

b. NTECX has also investigated the contribution of speech in
training systems via Voice Technology as the Instructor's Assistant (P.E.
62757).

c. The acquisition and structuring of knowledge bases were
researched in Automated Knowledge Acquisition for Expert Systems (P.E.
62757).

7. Naval Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC)

Point of Contact: J. Hollan

a. NPRDC has developed two expert systems for training in
complex tasks: Steamer, a system to assist in propulsion engineering
instruction; and Maneuvering Board Training for ship handling in traffic.

b. The Qualitative Graphical Interfaces to Quantitative
Process Models program explored an alternative to qualitative-simulation-
based techniques of generating qualitative explanations of the behavior of
complex dynamic systems.

8. Naval Weapons Center (NWC)

Point of Contact: J. L. Hodge

NWC has applied AI technologies to target classifications and
recognition problems. Such efforts have included SAR Land and Sea Homing
(SLASH), Harpoon Improvement - Automatic Ship Classification, and
Automatic Classification of Infrared Ship Imagery.

9. Naval Air Development Center (NADC)

Point of Contact: C. Heithecker.

NADC has led an Exploration of AI Concepts in Airborne
Information Assessment (P.E. 62721N). Research has included Al, data bas,
systems, and distributed processing.
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10. Naval Air Engineering Center (NAEC)

Point of Contact: J. Kunert.

NAEC has been investigating alternate techniques using Al to
troubleshoot complex electronic equipment.

11. Navel Electronic Systems Command (NAVELEX)

Point of Contact: John Machado

a. Naval Intelligence Analyst

NAVELEX is sponsoring research toward the development of an
expert system (NAVINT using evidential reasoning for intelligence analy-
sis. The system will perform situation assessment, providing readiness,
location estimates and alerts on abnormal or unexpected behavior.

b. VOX

NAVELEX is supporting work in natural language understand-
ing at NOSC and UC Irvine. This project (VOX) is to achieve understanding
computer English like messages through phrasal analysis.

c. C3 Systems Theory

NAVELEX is supporting at NOSC work in data fusion. The
basic research is extending existing Al techniques into new areas to help
cope with the growth of information available to the fleet.

d. Strategic Computing

NAVELEX is acting as agent for several areas of the DARPA
Strategic Computing Program, namely: speech understanding; multiprocessor
system architecture prototypes; and Naval Battle Management expert systems
for threat analysis at the carrier group level, decision making at the
fleet command center level, and the cooperation and coordination of the
two levels.

N
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